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Media General Television Corporation - WIVB TV 

Problems and Needs Cover Sheet 

WIVB Early Wake Up  Monday through Friday  4:30am-6:00am 

WIVB Wake Up   Monday through Friday  6:00am-7:00am 

WIVB News 4 at Noon  Monday through Friday  12:00pm-12:30pm 

WIVB News 4 at Five  Monday through Friday  5:00pm-6:00pm 

WIVB News 4 at Six  Monday through Friday  6:00pm-6:30pm 

WIVB News 4 at Eleven  Monday through Sunday 11:00pm-11:35pm 

WIVB Weekend Wake Up Saturday & Sunday  6:00am-8:00am 

WIVB News 4 at Six Weekend  Saturday & Sunday  6:00pm-7:00pm 

 

In the 4th Qtr of 2015, our station aired extensive programming that addressed many areas of concern 

and interest to the residents of Buffalo, New York. These areas are represented below: 

Crime 

Government 

Education 

Economy 

Health/Medical 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CRIME 

RESPONSE: 

 

News 4 10/5/15 6pm News  1:30 

 

A former Niagara University hockey player accused of killing his wife is now free on bail. Police 

have charged a second suspect with the murder of Kelley Clayton. They are looking at this case 

as a murder for hire. The DA’s office says Clayton may face higher chargers, they are pursuing 

more than 160 leads in this homicide.  

 

News 4 10/5/15 11pm News  :30 

 

Police are investigating a report of an attempted abduction of a 13 year old girl. It happened 

around nine this morning in the four hundred block of East Delevan. Investigators say the girl 

was on her way to the math, science technology preparatory school when a man approached 

her. They say he put his hands over her eyes and attempted to drag her. Police say she 

managed to get away and told school officials.  

 

News 4 10/7/15 5pm News  :25 

 

A man from Buffalo now admits he killed a woman by backing over her with his car. Ricky 

Mellerson pleaded guilty to vehicular manslaughter in Erie County Court today. He’s 54 years 

old. Prosecutors say Mellerson was drunk when he drove the car in reverse through a parking 

lot. He killed a 46 year old Kimberly Thompson.  

 

News 4 10/7/15 11pm News  1:50 

 

After a handful of car break ins around the Elmwood Village, the Delaware Park South 

neighborhood association is working to make others aware that this is happening and work 

together to stop it from going on. They are upping the patrols around the neighborhood. They 

did take an individual into custody who was stealing change from cars. 

  

News 4 10/14/15 11pm News  :20 

 

A Dunkirk man is behind bars without bail after police say he sold drugs to an undercover 

officer. 35 year old Jose Correa is charged with possession and sale of a controlled substance. 

They say more charges are pending. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

News 4 10/16/15 11pm News   :20 

 

Police in Jamestown say 33 year old Eric Barbee stabbed another man in the chest. Happened 

early yesterday morning on Fairmont Ave. The victim was transferred to ECMC. Barbee is 

behind bars tonight charged with 2nd degree assault.  

 

News 4 10/19/15 6am Wake Up  :25 

 

We expect to learn the punishment of a Lakeview man who admitted to being drunk behind the 

wheel and hitting three vehicles. He is due in court for sentencing. One of the drivers suffered a 

broken leg and spine injuries. He faces up to 7 years in prison if convicted. 

 

News 4 11/4/15 11pm News  :55 

 

A prison guard has plead not guilty to  assisting 2 escaped prisoners from upstate NY. He 

claimed that he never knew they were going to break out. Police say that the guard gave the 

inmates meat with hacksaw blades hidden inside. He was arrested on charges of promoting 

prison contraband, tampering with evidence and official misconduct. 

 

News 4 11/9/15 6am Wake Up  :15 

 

Police in Buffalo are looking for a shooter. A man was shot in the leg on East Ferry Street 

around 12:45am. The victim was taken to ECMC and is expected to be okay. 

 

News 4 11/16/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

A Buffalo man admits to attacking his girlfriend with a hatchet, he plead guilty to assault 

charges. He attacked his girlfriend with a hatchet and two kitchen knives in September. The 

victim suffered serious cuts and nerve damage. 

 

News 4 11/17/15 6am Wake Up  :25 

 

A Niagara Falls police officer will appear before a judge on assault charges. Prosecutors say 

James Conte beat a man. The man claims the police officer tailgated him on the 190. The driver 

says he pulled over and Conte confronted him at a restaurant parking lot in Wheatfield. The 

driver was knocked unconscious with his motorcycle helmet. 

 

News 4 11/17/15 11pm News  :40 

 

Judge has postponed the trial for James Conte. His lawyer says they reduced the charges in 

court yesterday, Conte was off duty at the time and has retired since. He will be back in court on 

January 19th. 

 

 



 

News 4 11/17/15 11pm News  :20 

 

Earl Simmons, known as DMX is due before a judge. Buffalo police arrested him last month for 

being in contempt of court. Prosecutors say he failed to pay nearly $10,000 in child support to 

his ex-wife. The judge let Simmons go with the warning that he must appear in court or face a 

more severe punishment. 

 

News 4 11/20/15 11pm News  :50 

 

The man accused of a South Buffalo rape is now out of the hospital and in jail. Tim DiCenzo is 

charged with attaching a college student near Hillery Park. The victim in the case told police she 

was approached from behind and has what appeared to be a handgun put to her head. He is 

being charged with two cases, the rape in Hillery Park and the forcible touching of a women last 

year. He’s being held on $1.2 million bail.  

 

News 4 12/15/15 11pm News  1:30 

 

Parents are demanding answers after a student brought what turned out to be a loaded pellet 

gun onto a First Student buss in Buffalo. Officials with the charter school for applied 

technologies say a first grader had the pellet gun in his backpack.  

 

News 4 12/15/15 11pm News  :20 

 

Tense moments at a local post office when homeland security agents pulled out their guns. It 

happened at the office on William Street. Agents drew guns on 2 suspects as they were picking 

up a package. They were taken into custody but only one was arrested. 

 

News 4 12/15/15 11pm News  :25 

 

A fire chief is accused of having sexual contact with 2 minors, pleaded guilty. Laurence Ellis is 

the fire chief in the town of Leon. The victims were under 17 at the time. He is facing charges of 

second degree rape. 

 

News 4 12/15/15 11pm News  :20 

 

Amherst Police are looking for a person of interest in a hit and run accident. It happened at a 

gas station on Millersport Highway. Police are looking for a man driving a dark colored Toyota 

Matrix. The right rear bumper could be damaged. 

 

News 4 12/16/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Allen Witruke beat and stabbed his wide and stepson to death. This was Jamestown’s first 

homicide of the year. Police arrested him in Olean hours after the bodies were discovered. His 

preliminary hearing is set for the morning. 



 

News 4 12/18/15 5pm News  :20 

 

A Lewiston man is accused of kidnapping and torturing women has pleaded guilty to lesser 

charge. 68 year old Iver Phallen has pleaded guilty to 2 counts of 1st degree assault and 1 count 

of 2nd degree assault. He was arrested last year. He will likely get 14 years in prison when he is 

sentenced.  

 

News 4 12/21/15 6am Wake Up  :25 

 

A woman who fought her attacker in Buffalo will find out today how long he’ll spend in prison. A 

jury found Calvin Withrow guilty of the crime. He put his arm around a college student’s neck 

and stole he purse last year. She grabbed a box cutter from her purse and slashed his hands. 

 

GOVERNMENT & DEVELOPMENT 

RESPONSE: 

News 4 10/7/15 6pm News  2:00 

Governor Cuomo has big plans for Genesee County, he announced a new manufacturing 

facility will set up a shop in Alabama, bringing hundreds of jobs to the area. Cuomo’s 

announcement of a 700 million dollar solar panel production plant is a plan that’s more than 10 

years in the making. They’re choosing this location among 300 others because of the availability 

of hydropower, calling it clean to green. It will be called a success turning this old farmland into 

a world class facility. 

News 4 10/14/15 6pm News  :25 

Two men running for Erie County Executive will debate tonight. There’s less than a month until 

the general election. Democratic county executive Poloncarz is seeking his second term at the 

Rath Building. He’s being challenged by state assemblyman, Ray Walter.  

News 4 10/14/15 11pm News  1:00 

The November election is just 3 weeks away and two men vying for the Erie County Executive 

post faced off. Democratic incumbent Mark Poloncarz debated his challenger Ray Walter. The 

two fielded questions on a number of issues including the caseload for child protective services, 

unemployment in Erie County and taxes.  

News 4 10/15/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

Hilary Clinton and Bernie Sanders have new momentum because of their first debate. Clinton is 

trying to get the Hispanic votes. She picked up a key endorsement from a trade union. Sanders 

campaign reps say they’re raised more than $2 million since the debate ended. 

 



 

News 4 10/19/15 6am Wake Up  1:10 

We expect to see a lot of drones flying around this Christmas season. The DOT wants drone 

owners to register their devices to make it easier to track violators. There are about a half of 

million private drone users in the US, officials expect the number to only increase. 

News 4 10/19/15 Noon News  :30 

A US Senator is weighing in on the future of the 198. Schumer is telling the US Dept of 

Transportation to approve reclassifying the expressway to a parkway. Workers have already 

made several safety changes that includes lowering the speed limit to 30 miles per hour and 

installing guardrails. The city is in the process of adding three crosswalks. 

News 4 10/19/15 6pm News  1:10 

Lackawanna police chief has filed a suit against the city for disciplinary action. Police chief 

James Michel says the City of Lackawanna reduced his base pay and eliminated past and 

future benefits without a hearing. Michel was appointed police chief in 2009. He says the council 

president is also falsely accusing him of being overpaid from 2009 until 2012. Michel’s lawyer 

says when he was appointed chief his pay and benefits were governed by the general municipal 

law which was repealed in 2011.  

News 4 11/4/15 11pm News  :55 

The Grand Island race is still too close to call. Residents will have to wait a few weeks to find 

out who will be their town supervisor. The Democratic challenger is ahead by 2 votes. The 

incumbent has been in her position for 4 years. The next step will be to count the absentee 

ballots.  

News 4 11/5/15 6am Wake Up  :25 

Things are getting interesting for the White House bound Republicans. A new poll shows 

Donald Trump and Ben Carson leading the field. 26% of those questioned supported Trump and 

23% supported Carson. Rubio and Cruz pulled 11% and the other candidates were all under 

4%. 

News 4 11/5/15 Noon News  :45 

A CNBC debate has given Donald Trump the lead in the White House race. After being polled, 

voters are favoring Trump & Carson. If the elections were held today, Carson would be in a 

dead heat with Hillary Clinton. Clinton is still favored 50 to 42% over the Republicans. 

News 4 11/9/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

Decision 2016 comes to Buffalo. Democratic front runner Hillary Clinton will make a campaign 

stop in the Queen City. The fundraiser will be held at E-B Green’s in the Downtown Hyatt. 

Tickets will be likely $1000 a plate. 

 



 

News 4 11/10/15 11pm News  :35 

The frontrunner in the race for the Democratic nomination for President visited the Queen City. 

Clinton was welcomed with open arms and open wallets. There were only a few signs of protest. 

She arrived on Veteran’s Day as she called for fundamental charges within the department of 

veteran affairs.  

News 4 11/17/15 11pm News  1:50 

The debate continues over bringing Syrian refugees to the United States. The President held a 

conference call with 34 governors. A number of those leaders have spoken out against plans to 

bring refugees here. Many are worried about the vetting process. Refugees are not new to 

Western New York. Concerns are having refuges here will put a strain on tax payers but a 

spokesperson claims no tax money will be used. 

News 4 11/23/15 6am Wake Up  1:00 

Schumer wants lawmakers to close a loophole, he calls a “terror gap”. Under current federal 

laws, know terrorists who are on a no fly list can legally purchase firearms and explosives. 

Schumer wants to end that. He plans on introducing legislation to ban it after Thanksgiving.  

News 4 12/14/15 6am Wake Up  :35 

The gun control debates are back in the spotlight. Democrats in Congress call this a turning 

point. They want amendments to close background check loopholes. They would also like to 

stop anyone on a terror watch list from buying guns. They are calling them “legal loopholes”. We 

have to do everything we can to stop these kinds of shootings.  

News 4 12/14/15 11pm News  1:40 

Budget time is never easy for towns across Western New York but Hamburg has become more 

heated than most. Labor unions filled Hamburg’s town board room to get some answers. They 

were forced to make drastic cuts because healthcare costs have suddenly jumped by 30%. 

Positions have been eliminated. The Supervisor is hoping to bring some of those workers back 

by negotiating with unions on a way to find more savings. 

News 4 12/14/15 11pm News  :45 

President Obama says the battle against ISIS is moving forward. The President admitted 

progress needs to happen faster, while he didn’t announce any major strategy changes, he did 

say he was sending defense secretary Carter to the middle east.  

News 4 12/14/15 11pm News  :25 

The race for the White House continues to be heated. A new poll shows Donald Trump 

widening his national lead but shows another rival, Ted Cruz ahead in the early voting state of 

Iowa. Nine GOP candidates face off tomorrow night in Las Vegas. 

 



 

News 4 12/15/15 6am Wake Up  1:00 

Nine GOP candidates will be in Vegas for the final GOP debate of the year. Expected topics are 

Terrorism and National Security. Trump is showing a commanding lead. Ted Cruz keeps 

gaining ground though. He will stand next to Trump, who will stand center stage because of his 

lead in the polls.  

News 4 12/16/15 6am Wake Up  1:15 

The first topic of the debate was Donald Trump’s call to ban Muslims from entering the United 

States. Trump said he’d extend it to refugees already here. Jeb Bush said the proposal would 

push Muslims away from the nation at a time when it’s important to re-engage them. The 

candidates have just two more scheduled debates to challenge Trump before the Iowa 

caucuses. 

News 4 12/18/15 5pm News  :40 

President Obama delivered his yearend press conference. He defended his strategy against 

ISIS saying the terror group will be defeated. He says there are limits to what law enforcement 

can do to investigate social media.  

 

EDUCATION 

RESPONSE:  

New 4  10/7/15 5pm News  :25 

A survivor for the deadly mass shooting has been released from the hospital. She attended 

Umpqua Community College, where 9 of her classmates were killed as well as the gunman. 

She has returned home where she will continue to recover.  

News 4 10/7/15 5pm News  2:00 

North Tonawanda school teachers will be pounding the pavement before tonight’s school board 

meeting. Teachers haven’t had a contract in 4 years, both sides are very close to settling and he 

believes that’s why the teachers are turning up the heat. He says the 2 main issues have been 

how much the teachers should pay towards their healthcare and retirement incentive packages.  

News 4 10/9/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

We are finding out from Sheriff Tim Howard about the graduation rates at the Erie County 

Holding Center. They are trying to provide education to the inmates and rise the inmate 

graduation rates. 

 



 

News 4 10/9/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

UB Police are investigating an assault on the South Campus. It happened Thursday morning. 

Police say 3 students were playing Frisbee when another student asked to join them. A fight 

broke up shortly after. The UB Police are looking at security cameras for more information. 

News 4 10/14/15 6pm News  1:30 

People could be fired up at the Buffalo School Board meeting. Members of the Buffalo Teachers 

Federation pounded the payment before the meeting. They’re protesting after the district 

suspended all the teachers in a single department at Riverside High School. The teachers 

refused to start grading a state test until all the students were done. Carl Paladino will introduce 

a resolution aimed at improving the schools’ problem with absenteeism. 

News 4 10/15/15 6am Wake Up  1:00 

14 high schools girls from around Buffalo are in Detroit. The program is opening doors for young 

women. They will be able to tour the GM plants and the girls will be able to explore careers in 

science, technology, engineering and math. The federal government has pushed for more 

young women to get into these fields. This is the second trip for the “success looks like me” 

program. 

News 4 10/20/15 6am Wake Up  1:10 

Some lawmakers believe that the Erie Community College Downtown campus should be 

developed. Instead, ECC officials are constructing a new building in Amherst in 2 years. College 

officials have spent years planning construction of the $30 million facility on Main Street. 

Common councilmembers would rather see the money be used downtown.  

News 4 11/5/15 6am Wake Up  :50 

University of Buffalo is investigating having an official “Greek Row” for fraternities and sororities. 

They want to know where to build it. They currently have an unofficial Greek Row near 

Winspear. UB is looking into safety concerns. The Amherst Planning Board has not heard from 

anyone about the project. They are just gaining ideas right now. 

News 4 11/17/15 11pm News  :40 

Governor Cuomo’s task force will be at Daemen College to discuss common core. This is his 

latest stop for his task force. They’ll discuss common core and ways to improve the system for 

students across the state. Buffalo school board will also be holding a meeting and discussing 

their options in regards to receivership. 

News 4 11/20/15 11pm News  :45 

UB is hoping to improve neighborhoods around its historic south campus. The school is offering 

a loan program to employees to help boost home ownership. The program is intended to help 

improve on recent complaints of absentee landlords, trash and loud parties. 



 

 

News 4 11/24/15 11pm News  1:00 

South Park High School is making history. They will play for a state title this weekend. One year 

ago this team suffered a huge disappointment, losing in the section six finals. They worked hard 

and now the superintendent is calling them “inspiring” as they get ready to take the turf in 

Syracuse.  

News 4 11/25/15 6am Wake Up  :25 

South Park High School will play for a state title this weekend. They battled back from a 14-zero 

deficit against Maine, a team that won 62 straight games. We will be live Friday morning from 

the school.  

News 4 11/27/15 11pm News  3:00 

South Park High School is back in Buffalo tonight to celebrate a state championship. They were 

escorted back into town by police escort. Fans greeted the Sparks after the big win in Syracuse. 

They beat Our Lady of Lourdes High School. The team will also be honored next Wednesday at 

the Buffalo School Board meeting. 

News 4 11/30/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

Headlines across the nation, starting in Chicago, students and staff at the University of Chicago 

won’t be in class today. Administrators cancelled all activates because of an online threat. The 

FBI says someone threatened to bring a gun to the campus quad. The University President 

says they are using extreme caution.  

News 4 12/14/15 11pm News  1:35 

Neighbors near Buffalo State say they’re fed up with off-campus parties. Buffalo Police Chief sat 

with neighbors who complained about off campus Buffalo State College parties. The committee 

on University and Community Relations held a meeting, neighbors complained one by one at 

about what they loud control parties with 2-300 kids. Community members want to get rid of 

Greek life.  

News 4 12/14/15 11pm News  :15 

The University at Buffalo is putting out an alert about a robbery near the South Campus. School 

officials say a student and his friend were robbed late night on Winspear Ave. Both suspects 

have been arrested. 

News 4 12/15/15 6am Wake Up  :30 

Students in the Springville Central School District could get a new gym at the high school. If 

voters say yes to a massive project today. The project would also include a roof for the middle 

school with better heating. The total cost would be $38 million.  



 

 

News 4 12/15/15 6am Wake Up  :30 

Eden is voting on an important decision about the middle & high schools. The first would change 

Eden Junior-Senior high school to a middle school combo, that would cost $12 million. The 

second proposal is to add artificial turf to the football field with lights. An upgrade to the gyms at 

all 3 schools that would cost nearly $10 million. 

News 4 12/15/15 11pm News  :40 

New York authorities say they received a threatening e-mail to their school districts. But they are 

calling it a hoax. LA schools also received the threat but closed all the schools as a precaution. 

Authorities traced the email to an IP address in Germany. 

News 4 12/15/15 11pm News  :40 

Authorities with Buffalo Public Schools say they’re constantly evaluating security. There are 

policies and procedures in place for any threats against the schools. They always have to 

determine how credible the threat is. Students and teachers are always the number one priority. 

News 4  12/21/15 6am Wake Up  :35 

A local school district decided to use our channel 4 Christmas song to spread holiday cheer. 

Children at the Oswayo Valley Elementary School created a video to showcase our holiday 

jingle. It’s posted on WIVB.COM 

 

ECONOMY 

RESPONSE: 

News 4 10/5/15 11pm News  1:00 

There will be a protest at Solar City on South Park. Jean Grant says the company isn’t hiring 

enough women and minorities. Solar City will be hiring hundreds more people in the next few 

months, including minorities and women. Two Solar City hires spoke the company’s behalf 

about their experiences. Several community groups says they still want more answers. 

News 4 10/7/15 5pm News  1:45 

A new company is calling WNY home. Compass Minerals is now up and running in 

Lackawanna. The business is moving into the Gateway Trade Center on Route 5. It makes rock 

salt and distributes is worldwide. Compass Minerals chose WNY due to the ability to use the 

waterways. They distribute domestically and internationally especially to the Great Lakes region.  



 

News  4 10/14/15 11pm News  2:00 

More than 100,000 children in Erie County have working parents who use child care facilities. 

Sending children to daycare can be costly and prices continue to climb. It costs more to put a 

child in day care than it does for housing. Some child care centers in WNY cost as much as 

$13,000 a year per child.  

News 4 10/19/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

More Americans want to work at Tech Companies. Linkedin just released its list of “most in 

demand employers” with Google, Apple and Facebook at the top. They provide generous 

parental leave and “cool” offices are a few of the reasons the companies are sought after.  

News 4 10/19/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

Retailers want to be sure they’re ready when you want to order the gifts you’ll give this season. 

Companies have built new warehouses to keep up with the demand. Amazon is using robots to 

pull items in its warehouses, cutting the processing time from hours to minutes. 

News 4 10/22/15 Noon News  :20 

A billionaire says he will spend $150 million to bring businesses back to the US. He says he’s 

setting up a super PAC to persuade congress to change the corporate tax code. He claims he 

has at least 40 democrats on board. 

News 4 10/23/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

McDonald’s is loving its latest sales numbers. Reps say the US numbers really heated up in the 

3rd qtr. This is the first rise in domestic sales in 2 years. The CEO says the company’s 

turnaround plan is starting to work.  

News 4 11/5/15 Noon News  :20 

Americans are buying more cars than ever. US auto sales in October were up 14% from the 

same time last year. General Motors say they expect the industry to surpass a sales record this 

year. Experts credit the auto sale spike to low unemployment, cheap gas prices and low interest 

rates. 

News 4 11/6/15 11pm News  :20 

General Electric is cutting 1500 jobs at a locomotive manufacturing plant in Erie, Pa. That’s one 

third of the workers at that facility. GE blames lower than expected production demand. 

News 4 11/10/15 Noon News  :20 

Retailers are gearing up a for a big holiday season. More than half of US retailers plan to hire 

seasonal workers this holiday season. That’s up 43% from last year. Full time hiring in the 4th 

quarter could be the strongest since 2006. 



 

 

News 4 11/17/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

New survey shows you may want to hit the road earlier this year. Trip advisors annual travel 

survey shows 40% of travelers plan to leave the nest this year. That’s up 5% from last year. 

Many people say they will leave at the beginning of the holiday week and return after 

Thanksgiving. 

News 4 11/23/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

A Western New York staple continues to expand into the Buffalo area. Ted’s will open the 

newest location on Chippewa near Elmwood. This is the first Ted’s in the city since 1998. The 

first Ted’s were sold near the foot of the Peace Bridge in 1927. 

News 4 11/23/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

52,000 Union workers from GM are waking up with a new contract, that includes the 

Tonawanda Engine Plant. UAW leaders met with workers holding out until enough were 

convinced to give it a thumbs up. The new contract gives workers their first raise in a decade, 

profit sharing and lump sum payments. 

News 4 11/23/15 6am Wake Up  :15 

Gas prices are falling as we head into a busy travel week. The national average pump price is 

$2.14 a gallon for regular. That’s $.70 lower than last Thanksgiving. In Buffalo, drivers are 

paying about $2.30 a gallon.  

News 4 12/4/15 Noon News  :20 

The Federal Government says the US added 211,000 jobs in November. That exceeds 

expectations. The unemployment rate remains at 5%. It’s the lowest level since 2008. 

News 4 12/15/15 6am Wake Up  1:50 

City leaders are celebrating as the $21 million redevelopment completion of Main Street is 

coming to an end. Vehicles are now allowed back onto the road in the 600 & 700 blocks with 

crews putting finishing touches on the 500 block. This will allow for new businesses to open and 

Buffalo’s resurgence to continue. Train operators will be trained to share the road with cars.  

News 4 12/18/15 5pm News  1:30 

Ski resorts are worried but not in Ellicottville as the snow starts to fall. Businesses have been 

worried with the lack of flurries. They will have the snow machines running as the snow 

continues to fall, there is still a lot of grass but the resorts are hopeful that the weather will begin 

to change. 

 



 

News 4 12/18/15 6pm News  1:40 

The community of Ellicottville is bracing for their first snow fall of the season. Businesses have 

been worried about the lack of snow this winter. Salt trucks and plows are beginning their 

preparations. The whole community is hoping for crowds to return for the ski season. Local 

stores are stocking up on skis and snowboards. The snow machines will continue as the snow 

begins to fall. 

News 4 12/21/15 6am Wake Up  :15 

If you want the latest iPhone, Best Buy is selling them for a $1. There is a catch, you must sign 

up for 2 year contract with Sprint or Verizon but the 16G phone normally sells for over $200.  

News 4 12/21/15 6am Wake Up  :30 

Numbers never lie. The newest installment of Star Wars is now a box office record holder. It 

made over $238 million in the opening weekend. It shatters all previous records. Local movies 

theaters were packed for the release and will continue to see higher than normal crowds 

throughout the holiday weekend.  

News 4 12/21/15 6am Wake Up  :15 

A consumer alert if you drive a Jeep Cherokee. They will be recalling 56,000 of the vehicles. 

The company says the SUV’s can leak water leading to an electrical short. There have been no 

fires or injuries reported. 

HEALTH/MEDICAL  

RESPONSE: 

 

News 4 10/5/15 Noon News  :20 

 

Newborns who need intensive care can be treated at a new facility in the north towns. Millard 

Fillmore Surburban Hospital opened its state of the art “NICU” today. The $13.6 million project is 

the 3rd phase in the hospital’s expansion. 

 

News 4 10/8/15 11pm News  1:45 

 

Many experts say large drug companies are raising prices on medications. Valeant, a eardrop 

has spiked over 2000% in 2 years. Generics are sky high in price right now. If this trends 

continue, people will have to look elsewhere for treatment. The price of medicine is forcing 

people to pay more out of the pocket. 

 

 

 



 

News 4 10/9/15 Noon News  :20 

 

You may not have to give up your favorite beer to stay fit. A company called supplemental 

brewing has created a bee with protein. They call it Brew-tein. It has seven grams of protein and 

is 5% alcohol. It’s still the production phase. 

 

News 4 10/19/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Researchers are developing a blood test that could help detect Alzheimer’s disease. They say if 

Alzheimer’s can be detected before symptoms begin, changes can be made to help slow the 

progression of the disease. This disease affects more than 5 million people. 

 

News 4 10/19/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Heart disease could be linked to childhood infections. Researchers have analyzed the health 

history of more than 300 adults. Those who had prolonged fevers or infectious diseases, like 

measles were three times likely to suffer premature heart attacks. 

 

News 4 10/19/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

A drug to fight one disease could help reverse another. A small clinical trial to Georgetown 

University found a drug for Leukemia helped improve cognition and motor skills in patients with 

Parkinson’s. It also helped patients with body dementia. 

 

News 4 10/22/15 6am Wake Up  :15 

 

A new B-3 vitamin, Nicotinamide can lower the risk of skin cancer. Researchers looked at nearly 

400 non-melanoma skin cancer survivors for a year. They found patients taking the B-3 reduced 

new cancers by 23% 

 

News 4 11/9/15 6am Wake Up  :15 

 

Warnings about teens using energy drinks, a new study finds drinking just one 16 ounce can a 

day can boost blood pressure for young adults. That puts them at risk for heart disease. 

 

News  4 11/9/15 6am Wake Up  :15 

 

Researchers have found young women who weigh themselves frequently are more likely to 

have low self-esteem. They also have more depression. Body dissatisfaction and weight 

concerns have been known to lead to eating disorders. 

 

 

 

 



 

News 4 11/17/15 6am Wake Up  :25 

 

New research finds people who drink moderate amounts of coffee lower their risk of death from 

cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes and neurological diseases. Moderate drinking is defined 

as fewer than five cups a day. The AHA study found it didn’t matter if the coffee was caffeinated 

and decaf. 

 

News 4 11/17/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Lowering body temperature seems to increase survival and brain function in cardiac arrest 

patients who do not respond to defibrillation. Researchers in Colorado found patients who 

received the treatment called Therapeutic Hypothermia, were 3 ½ times more likely to have 

better recovery compared to those who were not cooled down. 

 

News 4 11/24/15 6am Wake Up  :45 

 

Mercy Flight has been flying since 1981, the air ambulance has saved multiple lives in our area. 

One resident is thanking Mercy Flight for saving her life. When she was loading into the 

helicopter, she thought it would be her last ride. It took them only minutes to arrive at the 

hospital which saved her life.  

 

News 4 11/25/15 6am Wake Up  1:00 

 

A California based company has created a lens that helps people who are color blind 

experience the world in a whole new way. A local resident was able to put on special glasses 

and for the first time experience colors he was never able to before. Everyone in the store, 

watched him take in the colors and his expressions. 

 

News 4 11/30/15 6am Wake Up  :20 

 

Doctors say you can help your posture if you lose weight. Researchers say losing weight can 

take stress off your knees long-term. They studied more than 500 overweight patients and found 

weight loss helped protect joint cartilage.  

 

News 4 12/15/15 11pm News  2:00 

 

WNY is quickly becoming a hub for medical research, which includes nanotechnology. The 

research is part of the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus. They are changing the way we use 

medicine and bringing growth to our region. There are 12 researchers but they are hoping to 

bring in more employees as the company grows. 

 

 

 

 



 

News 4 12/16/15 6am Wake Up  :45 

 

A new study says there are not enough black men who are doctors. In fact, the number of black 

men applying to medical school has dropped. The last time numbers were higher than they are 

today was in the late 70’s. Many medical schools across the country are working on programs to 

recruit. 

 

News 4 12/18/15 5pm News  :20 

 

Erie County has led the way for a law that will ban microbeads from store shelves. The US 

Senate passed a federal ban. The bill will now go to President for him to sign it. It will stop sales 

of products that contain tiny plastic beads. They can pass through water system and pollute the 

waters. 

 

News 4 12/18/15 11pm News  :20 

 

The FDA is trying to stop teens from using tanning beds. Health officials want to ban everyone 

under the age of 18. The plan would also make customers sign a consent form, saying they 

understand the health risks. 

 

News 4 12/18/15 11pm News  :20 

 

Zatarain’s is recalling boxes of red beans and rice. The products may contain dairy, every 

though there’s not allergy alert on the label. The 8 oz boxes have a best buy date of 7/31/16. All 

the information is on WIVB.COM. 

 

News 4 12/21/15 6am Wake Up  :35 

 

Kids who spend a lot of time at Roswell are going to be talking this weekend. They were able to 

step away from treatment and watch a special showing of Star Wars: The Force Awakens. More 

than 150 children were available for the movie. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Public Affairs Broadcasts for October 2015 

 

 

FACE THE NATION 

 

10/04/15  PREEMPTION 

 

10/11/15 Guests:  Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Dr. Ben Carson, 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Representative Mick Mulvaney (R-SC) (3); Robert 

Costa, The Washington Post (4); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (4); Ron Fournier, 

National Journal (4); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post (4); Holly Williams, CBS News 

Foreign Correspondent (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (6); Thomas Donilon, 

former National Security Adviser, Obama administration (6) 

 1) Topics include: opinion of Republican Representative Paul Ryan and how he would do 

as Speaker of the House; what Republicans need to do regarding the upcoming debt 

ceiling vote; reaction to House Speaker John Boehner’s recent statement that there are 

false prophets in the Republican Party; use of military power; proposed foreign policy 

regarding Syria / Russian President Vladimir Putin; support for the Second Amendment / 

position regarding gun control; Mr. Trump’s interpretation of recent poll results 

indicating that 60% of registered voters question say that he is not honest or 

trustworthy / plans for the Trump business empire should he become president 

 2) Topics include: opinion of Republican Representative Paul Ryan and how he would do 

as Speaker of the House / current conditions among Republicans in the House of 

Representatives; Dr. Carson’s new book, “A More Perfect Union” / defense of the 

Second Amendment / his statement about the likelihood of Hitler being able to 

accomplish his goals would have been greatly diminished if the people had been armed 

/ opinion that the intent of the Second Amendment is to protect the people from an 

overly aggressive government; the upcoming debt ceiling vote 



 

 3) Topics include: thoughts on Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible 

candidate for Speaker of the House of Representatives / Representative Mulvaney’s 

support for Representative Dan Webster of Florida for Speaker of the House; low 

approval rating for the way that Republicans are running the House of Representatives / 

upcoming debt ceiling vote 

 4) Topics include: Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible candidate for 

Speaker of the House of Representatives / level of dysfunction amongst Republicans in 

the House of Representatives; high level of public interest in the Democratic and 

Republican candidates for president / campaigns of Republicans Donald Trump, Jeb 

Bush, Ben Carson, and Ted Cruz / low poll numbers for leading candidates Donald Trump 

and Hillary Clinton regarding honesty and trustworthiness / Mrs. Clinton’s position 

change on the Trans-Pacific partnership / upcoming Democratic presidential debate   

  5) a report on yesterday’s two suicide bomber attacks during a peace rally in Ankara, 

Turkey 

 6) Topics include: yesterday’s bomb attack at peace rally in Turkey; failure of the US 

train and equip policy in Syria / Russia’s intentions and military intervention in Syria 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

10/18/15 Guests: Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC) (1); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD) 

(2); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist (3); Bob Woodward, The Washington Post (4) 

(5); Mark Halperin, Bloomberg Politics (4); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Nancy 

Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (4) 

 1) Topics include: reaction to criticism that the committee investigating the September 

11, 2012 attack on a US facility in Benghazi, Libya is politically motivated and desires to 

discredit Hillary Clinton / differences between this investigation and the previous seven 

committees investigating the events in Benghazi / new information gleaned from the 

current investigation / what Representative Gowdy hopes to uncover from former 

Secretary Clinton’s upcoming testimony / Senator Bernie Sanders comments about Mrs. 

Clinton’s e-mails during the Democratic debate / assertion that the committee still does 

not have all of Mrs. Clinton’s e-mails 

 2) Topics include: Representative Cumming’s reaction to Representative Gowdy’s 

positions put forth during his interview / belief that Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony 

before the Benghazi committee is “political football” and an affront to the families of 

the four dead Americans / opinion of Mr. Gowdy / Mrs. Clinton’s responsibility for what 



 

happened in Benghazi / importance of moving from “politics to policy”, so that any 

security issues can be addressed 

 3) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony before the House Select 

Committee on Benghazi / her performance in the Democratic debate / Senator Bernie 

Sanders’ campaign / ongoing speculation concerning Vice President Joe Biden’s possible 

entry into the Democratic presidential race 

 4) Topics include: Mrs. Clinton’s upcoming testimony before the House Select 

Committee on Benghazi / ongoing speculation concerning Vice President Biden’s 

possible entry into the Democratic presidential race / Senator Sanders’ campaign; 

quarrel between Republican presidential candidates Jeb Bush and Donald Trump over 

former President George W. Bush’s legacy and responsibility for 9/11 / fund raising 

between the Republican candidates; Republican Representative Paul Ryan as a possible 

candidate for Speaker of the House of Representatives 

 5) Topics include: Mr. Woodward’s new book, “The Last of the President’s Men”, about 

Alexander Butterfield -- a key player in the fall of the Nixon White House 

 

10/25/15 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Governor Chris Christie 

(R-NJ), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections 

Director (3); Nancy Cordes, CBS News Congressional Correspondent (3); Representative 

Devin Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (4); 

Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House Permanent Select 

Committee on Intelligence, House Select Committee on Benghazi (5); Susan page, USA 

Today (6); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine (6); Robert Costa, The 

Washington Post (6); Reihan Salam, National Review (6) 

 1) Topics include: recent poll results from Iowa, where Mr. Trump is tied with rival Dr. 

Ben Carson / clarification of his recent comments about Dr. Carson while campaigning; 

Mr. Trump’s reaction to fellow candidate Jeb Bush calling him a demonizer; how he 

would handle the upcoming debt ceiling vote and balancing the budget 

 2) Topics include: criticism of Hillary Clinton for Benghazi and her perceived refusal to be 

held accountable; criticism of the Republican-controlled Congress / the upcoming debt 

ceiling vote and balancing the budget; criticism of President Obama for being AWOL and 

unable to work with Republicans and Democrats / opinion that President Obama 

encourages lawlessness and justifies the “Black Lives Matter” movement 

 3) CBS Battleground Tracker: Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina poll results for 

Democratic candidates Hillary Clinton and Senator Bernie Sanders / last night’s Jefferson 



 

Jackson Dinner in Iowa for Democrats; how voters are thinking about Republican 

candidates Ben Carson, Donald Trump, Ted Cruz, Marco Rubio, and Jeb Bush 

 4) Topics include: upcoming leadership change in the House of Representatives / 

assumption that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next Speaker of the 

House; Hillary Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on Benghazi; 

recent death of a US Special Forces service member in Iraq during a raid 

 5) Topics include: assumption that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next 

Speaker of the House; Mrs. Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on 

Benghazi / response to Governor Christie’s claim that Mrs. Clinton refused to be held 

accountable for Benghazi / what then-Secretary of State Clinton knew the night of the 

Benghazi attack and the “conflicting streams of intelligence” concerning the incident 

 6) Topics include: Hillary Clinton’s testimony before the House Select Committee on 

Benghazi / Vice President Joe Biden’s decision not to run for president / Democratic 

presidential candidate Senator Bernie Sanders’ speech at the Jefferson Jackson Dinner in 

Iowa; probability that Wisconsin Representative Paul Ryan will be the next Speaker of 

the House; Mr. Trump’s comments concerning Dr. Carson’s Seventh Day Adventist 

religion / Republican poll results and the campaigns of Mr. Trump, Dr. Carson, Mr. Bush, 

and Mr. Rubio 



 

60 MINUTES 

 

10/04/15 “Hands Off The Wheel” – a report on the advancement of self-driving cars powered by a 

form of artificial intelligence. In Silicon Valley, Bill Whitaker takes a test drive in the 

Mercedes-Benz self-driving automobile and sits inside Google’s version of the driverless 

car. Unlike current cars, the issues consumers will face with self-driving cars will be 

related to cybersecurity and privacy. The car industry plans to automate the driving 

experience feature-by-feature first, before a driverless car is introduced to the market. 

Mercedes-Benz shared their vision for a car in the year 2030, the F015, a design where 

the driver turns its back to the steering wheel. (Includes an excerpt from an Infiniti ad) 

Includes interviews with: Ralf Herrtwich, director of driver assistance and chassis 

systems at Daimler AG/Mercedes-Benz; Chris Urmson, director self-driving cars at 

Google; Jaime Waydo, systems engineer at Google; Peter Lehmann, engineer at Daimler 

AG/Mercedes-Benz; and Mark Rosekind, Administrator of the National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration (NHTSA). (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman) 

 “Patrick Kennedy” – an interview / profile of Patrick Kennedy, former Democratic 

Representative for Rhode Island and the youngest son of deceased Senator Edward 

“Ted” Kennedy and Joan Kennedy. Patrick discusses his memoir, “A Common Struggle”, 

co-authored with Stephen Fried, in which he describes not only his own alcoholism 

struggles, but that of his parents too. Mental illness, anxiety, depression and bipolar 

disorder have also been prevalent in Patrick’s life. Patrick’s purpose for revealing these 

Kennedy family secrets is to help break the silence about mental illness and addiction, 

and he continues to champion this cause through the behavioral health policy 

organization he has founded, The Kennedy Forum. (Includes an excerpt of Walter 

Cronkite and Ted Kennedy) (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin) 

 “Hidden Holocaust” – a report about Father Patrick Desbois, a French Catholic priest 

who is the President of Yahad-In Unum, an organization founded in 2004 that seeks to 

unsilence nearly half of the six million Jewish victims of the Holocaust whose bodies lie 

in unmarked mass graves, killed by Nazi soldiers in mass shootings in the former USSR. 

Investigating and speaking to eyewitnesses have led Yahad-In Unum to more than 

seventeen hundred of Hitler’s hidden killing fields, and each site is memorialized by 

recording the GPS coordinates. Includes interviews with: Father Patrick Desbois; Paul 

Shapiro, director of Advanced Studies at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; and 

eyewitnesses to the Holocaust in Moldova (all through translator): Gheorghe of Hiriseni; 

and Anatoli and Dimitri of Dubassary. Also includes comments by unidentified 

eyewitnesses through on-screen graphics translation. (C: Lara Logan – P: Alan B. 

Goldberg) 



 

  The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segments “President Putin” (OAD: 

09/27/15) and “Trump” (OAD:    09/27/15) 

 

10/11/15 “President Obama” – an interview with President Barack Obama, recorded in the 

Roosevelt Room of the White House on Tuesday, October 6. Among the topics 

discussed: Russia’s military mission in Syria led by President Vladmir Putin in support of 

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad; strategy in dealing with terrorist organizations in the 

Middle East including ISIS (ISIL) and al Qaeda after the failed program that attempted to 

train and equip Syrian rebels; presidential primary campaigns; Donald Trump; Hillary 

Clinton and her use of a private e-mail server; Vice President Joe Biden’s possible run for 

president; and his thoughts about his last fifteen months in office. (C: Steve Kroft – P: L. 

Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 “30 Years on Death Row” – a report on the wrongful murder conviction of Glenn Ford, a 

man who spent nearly 30 years on death row in Louisiana’s Angola prison. Ford was 

released after Jake Robinson told the police he robbed and killed jewelry store owner 

Isadore Rozeman. Marty Stroud served as the prosecutor in Ford’s case and confesses 

he ignored evidence and composed a jury with no African-Americans. Stroud has asked 

the Louisiana Bar Association to discipline him for his role in the case. Ford was denied 

restitution from the state because they believe he knew about the robbery and did 

nothing about it. Shortly after Ford’s release last year, he was diagnosed with stage IV 

lung cancer, and died three weeks after his interview with 60 MINUTES. Includes 

interviews with: Glenn Ford; exonerated death row inmate; Marty Stroud, attorney and 

lead prosecutor on Ford’s case; and Dale Cox, acting district attorney of Caddo Parish, 

Louisiana. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) 

  The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Hands Off The Wheel” (OAD: 

10/04/15) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

10/18/15 “Seeking Asylum” – a report on the hundreds of thousands of people arriving in Europe 

who have fled war or poverty in the Middle East in hopes of reaching Germany. 60 

MINUTES follows migrants from Syria, Iraq or Afghanistan who are paying Turkish 

traffickers to take them across the Aegean Sea in overcrowded boats to land on the 

Greek island of Lesbos. Once in Greece, migrants are fingerprinted and registered and 

then they travel through Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, and Austria, to end up in 

Germany. German Chancellor Angela Merkel welcomes asylum seekers, but the influx is 



 

overwhelming. Includes interviews with: Kirk Day, emergency field director for the 

International Rescue Committee on Lesbos; Heinz Schaden, mayor of Salzburg, 

Germany; Katharina El Masri, project management for Save Me Munich; Wolfgang 

Panzer, mayor of Unterhaching, Germany; and asylum seekers: Ahmed Dosum (through 

translator), Dr. Bassam al-Tarifi (through translator), and Mohammad Pathlavay. (C: 

Anderson Cooper – P: Patricia Shevlin, Miles Doran) 

 “Make-A-Wish” – a report on a local chapter of the “Make-A-Wish” Foundation, a non-

profit organization established to grant wishes to children around the world who are 

living with life-threatening illnesses. The volunteers at the local chapter in northeast 

Arkansas collect as many donations as possible one day a year to fund the wishes. Kaden 

Erickson was battling leukemia and had his wish of visiting Australia with his family 

granted, but died a month ago. Gavin Grubbs suffers from debilitating muscular 

dystrophy and had his wish granted five years ago to attend the Daytona 500 and meet 

race car driver Joey Logano, and the two are still close. Includes interviews with: Christie 

Matthews and Danna Johnson, “Make-A-Wish” volunteers; Kendra Street, “Make-A-

Wish” volunteer, former recipient, and a teacher at Marmaduke Elementary School; 

Kaden Erickson (now deceased) and Gavin Grubbs, “Make-A-Wish” recipients from 

Arkansas chapter; Joey Logano, NASCAR driver; and Jeanne Erickson, Kaden’s mother. 

(C: Bill Whitaker – P: Robert G. Anderson, Magalie Laguerre-Wilkinson, Aaron Weisz) 

 “Revis Island” – an interview / profile of the New York Jets All-Pro National Football 

League (NFL) cornerback, Darrelle Revis, and how his defense shuts down the best 

receivers in the league. Revis has had five contracts in seven years, and negotiates each 

salary as hard as he plays. Also includes interviews with: Will Sullivan; speed training 

coach and owner of Sullivan PROformance; and Sean Gilbert, former NFL defensive 

lineman and Revis’ uncle. Includes comments by: Brandon Marshall, NFL wide receiver; 

and Diana Askew, Revis’ mother. (Includes excerpts from HBO’s “Hard Knocks”.)   (C: 

Armen Keteyian – P: Alan B. Goldberg) 

  The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “President Obama” (OAD: 

10/11/15) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

10/25/15 “Vice President Biden” – an interview with Vice President Joe Biden and his wife, Dr. Jill 

Biden, recorded at their official residence on the grounds of the Naval Observatory on 

Saturday, October 24 after the vice president announced on Wednesday that he would 

not seek the Democratic presidential nomination. Together, they discussed the 

reasoning behind the decision to not run for president or any future political office, and 



 

the death of their son Beau Biden to brain cancer in May. Separately, Joe discussed: how 

he wants to influence the Democratic Party; Hillary Clinton; Donald Trump; and what he 

would like to get done in his last fifteen months in office. (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: 

Michael Radutzky, Guy Campanile) 

 “Inside The Air War” – a report on the 14-month-old air war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

from inside the military operations floor at Al Udeid Air Base in Qatar. Every plane flying 

over Iraq and Syria is being tracked from here. 60 MINUTES cameras capture a B-1 

bomber, in real-time, striking a car-bomb factory with secondary explosions indicating 

explosives were inside. The air war costs the U.S. $10 million a day, launching aircraft 

from bases in Kuwait, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Jordan and Turkey. The 

estimated number of enemy fighters remains unchanged, twenty to thirty thousand, 

because ISIS has been able to replace the dead with new recruits. Includes interviews 

with: various American air crew flyers (unidentified due to potential death threats); 

Lieutenant Colonel David Haworth; and Lieutenant General Charles Brown, commander 

of the air war. (C: David Martin – P: Mary Walsh) 

 “The New Burma” – a report on the democratic movement in Burma (also known as 

Myanmar) before the country’s elections November 8th and the woman most 

responsible for it, Nobel Prize-winning activist Aung San Suu Kyi. The National League for 

Democracy (NLD) party lead by Suu Kyi is poised to win control of parliament after the 

election, and Burma President Thein Sein believes this year’s election will be free and 

fair, unlike 1990. Another issue in the pursuit for democracy is the violent conflict 

between Buddhists and a Muslim minority called the Rohingya. Includes interviews with: 

Aung San Suu Kyi, human rights activist, former political prisoner and current 

chairperson of the NLD; Ashin Wirathu (through translator), Burmese monk and militant 

Buddhist; and President Thein Sein (through translator), Burma’s president.  Also 

includes comments by Abdusalem (through translator), Muslim in a refugee camp. (C: 

Bill Whitaker – P: Rachael Morehouse, Henry Schuster) 

  Update: “Drones Over America” (OAD: 03/16/14) 

 

48 HOURS 

 

10/03/15 48 HOURS: “The Doctor’s Daughter” - an investigation into the 2012 death of Leslie 

Neulander, the wife of Dr. Robert Neulander, a prominent New York State obstetrician, 

and the quest to discover whether her death was an accident or murder. Leslie 

Neulander suffered a massive head wound while showering, but her body was found on 

the bedroom floor, near the bed and far from the shower. The Medical Examiner ruled 

the death an accidental but investigators suspected the husband, Dr. Neulander, of 



 

covering up the crime. The couple’s daughter, Jenna Neulander, was the only other 

person in the home at the time, and made the 911 call to summon help. The 

investigation uncovered a troubled marriage, suggestions of a pending split and 

declining finances. Eighteen months after Leslie Neulander’s death, her husband was 

charged with her murder. The defense maintained the Neulander’s had a loving 

marriage and that Leslie had died from injuries from the fall in the shower. Prosecutors 

say it was murder and the doctor covered up the crime. The science of blood spatter 

and the 911 call for help became focal points in the trial. Jenna Neulander testified in 

her father’s defense. Robert Neulander was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: Just 

this week, Neulander surrendered his license to practice medicine. Interviewed: Scott 

Kapral (NY Police Sergeant); Jim Stevens (attorney/CBS News Consultant); Bill Fitzpatrick 

(Onondage County DA); Dr. Mary Jumbelic (friend of Leslie Neulander); July Crosby 

(Neulander employee); Edward Menkin (defense attorney); Karen Green (forensic 

scientist). (C: Jim Axelrod - P: Lourdes Aguiar, Allen Alter, Ruth Chenetz, Peter Shaw) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

10/10/15 48 HOURS: “Shadow of Death” - a report on the murders of Andra and Brad Sachs, who 

in 2014 were killed during a suspected home invasion, in which their younger son was 

left paralyzed. Evidence in the crime points towards one of their older sons, Ashton 

Sachs, who was allegedly fascinated by the 1989 Menendez brothers murder case.  The 

Sachs were a wealthy couple with five children, who had divorced, but continued to live 

together.in upscale San Juan Capistrano, California. Investigation first led to the theory 

of a business deal gone bad, but a month after the shootings, then-19-year-old Ashton 

Sachs was charged with murder. Family members say that Sachs was an avid player of 

violent video games and had been fascinated with the sensational 1989 Menendez 

murders. Through interviews with various family members and experts, including highly 

respected child psychologist Ali Mattu of Columbia University, a portrait of Ashton Sachs 

emerges as a very troubled individual potentially suffering from mental illness. Warning 

signs of a troubled life were on the surface, and family dynamics played a part in the 

case. Sachs remains in a California jail and is scheduled to go on trial for the murders in 

March 2016. On-screen text graphic: Ashton Sachs is being held in solitary confinement. 

Authorities will not confirm reports he has tried again to take his own life. Interviewed: 

Orange County Register Meghann Cuniff; reporter/48 HOURS consultant Jack Leonard; 

Orange County realtor Monte Burghardt; Andra’s close friend Nina Lifshultz; weapons 

expert Nabil Khattar; trauma surgeon Dr. Enrique Ginzburg; Ashton’s friend Connor 

Ward; attorney Mary Fulginiti; Columbia University child psychologist, Ali Mattu; 

Andra’s sisters Lesley Summers and Stephanie Garber. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Chuck 

Stevenson, Judy Ryback) 



 

 

10/17/15 48 HOURS: “Vengeance in Vegas” – an investigation into the 2012 murder of Shauna 

Tiaffay, a Las Vegas casino cocktail waitress who was brutally beaten to death in her 

townhouse, while her husband George Tiaffay, a West Point military graduate and 

firefighter, worked an all-night shift at the firehouse. Investigation revealed that the 

Tiaffay marriage had begun to crumble; they had separated, but shared custody of their 

daughter. Police focused on the husband, but George had a solid alibi. Police also 

discovered an earlier robbery and a strange clue the robber left behind. Forty-eight 

hours into the investigation, detectives received a crucial tip from a local resident, 

William Pennix (aka “Big Will”) – a friend had told him that he had just killed a woman. 

The tip led investigators to a homeless man named “Greyhound” (Noel Stevens) who 

lived in the desert away from the Las Vegas strip. Police believed that George Tiaffay 

had befriended Stevens, and manipulated his friend with the promise of cash if he 

would kill his wife. They also matched the murder weapon with merchandise that the 

two men are seen shopping for, on video footage acquired by the police. Stevens and 

Tiaffay were arrested. Stevens pleaded guilty in 2013 to Shauna’s murder. In a pre-trial 

deal, he agreed to testify against George Tiaffay once prosecutors promised not to seek 

the death penalty against him. George Tiaffay was found guilty. On-screen text graphic: 

Shauna's family is raising awareness for domestic violence through their group 

Justice4Shauna. Noel Stevens will be sentenced in November for Shauna's murder. He 

faces a maximum of life in prison without the possibility of parole. Interviewed: William 

Pennix (informant); Paula Stokes-Richards (Shauna’s sister); Randee Emmett, Siana 

Nikolav (Shauna’s friends); Bernadette Tiaffay and Maria McGrew (George’s sisters); Roc 

Ryder (George’s West Point friend); Dan Long and Terri Miller (Las Vegas Metropolitan 

Police Department investigators); Detective Sam Smith; Marc DiGiacomo (prosecutor); 

Robert Langfore (Tiaffay’s defense attorney); Pam Weckerly (Assistant Clark County DA) 

(C: Peter Van Sant – P: Allen Alter, Alec Sirken, Chris Young Ritzen, Cindy Cesare, Chris 

O’Connell) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

10/24/15 48 HOURS: “The Hunter” - a report on the 2012 disappearance of Kelli Bordeaux, a 

young army combat medic who went missing in Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and one 

local bounty hunter’s own efforts to find her -- his first case after he receiving his private 

investigator’s license. Bordeaux had gone to a local bar and never returned home. A 

massive search was conducted, but no clues turned up. Police had several suspects, 

including Mike Bordeaux, her estranged husband; Justin Thompson, a man she was 

dating; and Nicholas Holbert, a man who was last seen with her the night she went 



 

missing. Without telling the police, bounty hunter David Marshburn (now a 48 HOURS 

consultant), launched his own investigation. Alibis for Bordeaux and Thompson were 

airtight, so Marshburn befriended Holbert, putting him at ease and sometimes paying 

him to open up with information. Finally, Mashburn told police what he was up to and 

they told him to continue with his investigation. Holbert confessed to Mashburn, that 

Bordeaux had learned that Holbert was a sex offender, which offered a motive. In 2014, 

Marshburn decided time was up and convinced Holbert to lead him to Kelly Bordeaux’s 

body. The footage shown from the subsequent arrest video is the first broadcast of a 

confession captured by a police officer’s bodycam. On-screen text graphic: Under his 

plea deal, Nicholas Holbert waived all rights to an appeal. Nicholas Holbert will receive 

psychiatric counseling and substance abuse treatment in prison. David Marshburn is 

investigating a new missing person’s case. Interviewed: David Marshburn (private 

detective/48 HOURS Consultant); Johnna Henson (Bordeaux’s mother); Olivia Cox and 

Matt Henson (Bordeaux’s sister and brother); Justin Thompson (boyfriend); Jeff Locklear 

(Fayetteville, North Carolina detective); Billy West (District Attorney). (C: Troy Roberts - 

P: Marc B. Goldbaum, Paul LaRosa, Jonathan Leach) 

 

10/31/15 48 HOURS: “The Pact” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on the murder of 15-year-old John 

McCabe of Tewksbury, Massachusetts, who was murdered after a dance in 1969, and 

his family’s decades-long quest to find out what really happened to him. Police launched 

a massive investigation; there were suspicions that John’s schoolmates may have been 

involved. One, Walter Shelley, was driving in a car that matched the description of a car 

spotted near the crime scene, but there was no forensic evidence and the case went 

cold.  In 2000, Bill McCabe got a tip from John’s childhood friend, Jack Ward: he heard at 

a BBQ, that the motive for the murder was jealousy and John had been flirting with 

Shelley’s girlfriend, Marla Shiner. The case stalled again. In 2007, a new investigation 

was launched which led to Edward Alan Brown, who shared details of what happened 

that night. Mike Ferreira and Walter Shelley were arrested for the murder. Ferreira was 

tried first and was found not guilty: the jury did not believe Brown’s story. Bill McCabe 

died four days after the verdict. Evelyn McCabe took up the quest for justice. Walter 

Shelley stood trial. This jury believed Brown and he was convicted of murder. On-screen 

text graphic for original and rebroadcast: Evelyn McCabe has filed a wrongful death suit 

against Michael Ferreira, Walter Shelley and Edward Allen Brown. Interviewed: Bill and 

Evelyn McCabe (parents); Debbie McCabe, Roberta McCabe (sisters); Gerry Leone 

(former District Attorney); Mike Ferreira and his wife Nancy Williams; Jack Ward 

(childhood friend); Detective Linda Coughlin; Ken Lavalee (police); Eric Wilson (Ferreira’s 

attorney); Michael Duquett (juror). (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Judy Rybak, Peter 

Henderson) (OAD: 10/25/14) 

 



 

10/31/15 48 HOURS: “The Bugs Bunny Defense” (10:00-11:00p) – a report on the 2007 death of 

Patrick Duffey and the incredible story his wife, Linda told police about what actually 

happened: she and her husband had reenacted a moment from a Bugs Bunny cartoon 

and she accidentally shot and killed her husband with a gun.  Police questioned whether 

what happened in the suburban Whittier, California home was a freak accident, or an 

intentional murder. The investigation dragged on for five years, and the case grew cold. 

Lindy Duffey remarried and was now living with her husband Larry Gwozdz, a well-

known jazz musician in Mississippi. In 2012, with a new prosecutor urging them on, 

police arrested and charged Linda Duffey Gwozdz with murder. At the trial, her team 

used the Bugs Bunny defense and the case ended with a deadlocked jury. One year 

later, for her second trial, prosecutors did not rely on the interrogation videos in which 

Linda spoke about the cartoon defense. Instead they claimed that it was a pre-

meditated, deliberate murder. In order to bring up the cartoon defense, Linda Duffey 

Gwozdz would have to testify herself. She declined to do so. She was found guilty of 

murder. On-screen text graphic: Linda Duffey Gwozdz is appealing her conviction. 

Interviewed: Shaun McCarthy and Shannon Laren (Los Angeles County detectives); Julie 

Prendergast (Linda Duffey’s former friend); Katherine Hunt (Patrick Duffey’s sister); 

Tracy Peck (Los Angeles Country firearms expert); Paul Delhauer (blood evidence 

expert); Robert Villa (Deputy District Attorney); Brandi Jones, Andrew Dixon, Danielle 

Wong, Patricia Enriquez (jurors from first and second trials). (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: 

Josh Yager, Dena Goldstein) 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 

 

10/04/15 “Veterans Journey Home: Faith, Hope & War”: an interfaith special examining the 

issues veterans face as they transition to civilian life. According to the Department of 

Veterans Affairs, there are 22 million veterans in the U.S. This program highlights the 

stories of some of these men and women who have volunteered to serve their country. 

Featured on the program are: (1) Rev. Dr. Rita Nakashima Brock is founding Co-Director 

of the Soul Repair Center at Brite Divinity School in Ft. Worth, Texas. A widely 

recognized expert on the emerging study of moral injury and recovery, she talks about 

moral injury and what it takes to rebuild a moral identity. (2) Rev. Dr. Craig Combs, a 

retired chaplain with the Texas National Guard, served two tours in Iraq. Currently a 

Faith & Community Based Initiative Coordinator with the Military Veteran Peer 

Network, he discusses how society needs to do a better job in helping veterans 

transition from a “war mind to a peace mind”. Also includes footage of Rev. Dr. Combs 

leading a discussion with a group of Texas veterans. (3) Traumatic brain injury and post-

traumatic stress (PTS) are often referred to as the unseen wounds of war. It’s estimated 

that 500,000 veterans have returned from the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan with 



 

symptoms of PTS. Less than half seek help for their condition, and many self-medicate 

with drugs and alcohol. Among the areas impacted is the criminal justice system in 

Denton County, Texas, where a Veterans Treatment Court Program is offered as an 

alternative to serving time in jail. Includes interviews with Judge David D. Garcia and 

Ginger Simonson, a Veteran Peer Services Coordinator with the Military Veteran Peer 

Network. (4) Olivia Bush, Program Coordinator for The Lotus Project for Women 

Veterans, discusses the challenges that are unique to women vets. In addition to mental 

health referrals and basic needs support, the organization offers permanent, supportive 

housing options for disabled women veterans. Also features two female veterans who 

found permanent housing and support through the program. (5) Rev. Dr. Robert Lee Hill, 

Minister Emeritus of the Community Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in Kansas City, 

Missouri, talks about how the faith community can help foster a “repair of the soul”. 

(Narrator: Rolland Smith. Executive Producer: Elizabeth Kineke. Associate Producer: 

Natalie Baxter. Director & Senior Executive Producer: John P. Blessington. Produced in 

consultation with: National Council of Churches; The Islamic Society of North America; 

New York Board of Rabbis; A Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 
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Public Affairs 

November 2015 

 

FACE THE NATION 

 

 

 

11/01/15 Guests: Allen Pizzey, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the 



 

House of Representatives (3); Representative Steny Hoyer (D-MD), Democratic Whip (4); 

Jonathan Martin, The New York Times (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5); Peggy 

Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5) (6); Jamelle Bouie, Slate 

Magazine (5) 

 1) a report from Cairo, Egypt on the latest developments in the crash of a Russian 

airliner in the Sinai Peninsula early Saturday, killing all two-hundred and twenty-four 

people aboard 

 2) Topics include: news that the United States is sending special operations forces into 

Syria / Russia’s involvement in Syria; questions from opponents regarding Senator 

Rubio’s perceived lack of experience and how it would translate to the presidency; 

reaction to criticism from fellow Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush, considered 

by many to be Senator Rubio’s mentor  / interaction between Senator Rubio and Mr. 

Bush during the most recent debate; reaction to criticism that the Senator is spending 

too much time away from the Senate in order to campaign 

 3) Topics include: belief that the country is on the wrong track, but that his initiatives 

will help to get it back on track; refusal to work with President Obama on immigration, 

as he feels that the president can’t be trusted on that issue / desire to reform the tax 

code and “Obamacare” (Affordable Healthcare Act); four steps to get the Republican 

party back on track; how Representative Ryan will approach his new leadership position 

/ how his new position will impact his private life and vice versa 

 4) Topics include: how Speaker Ryan will be different than his predecessor John 

Boehner; call for a more bipartisanship atmosphere in the House of Representatives / 

Speaker Ryan’s refusal to tackle immigration reform and his desire to reform the tax 

code and the Affordable Healthcare Act (“Obamacare”); reaction to Speaker Ryan’s 

promise to go home to Wisconsin every weekend; thoughts on Republican presidential 

candidate and Senator Marco Rubio; Democratic contenders for the presidency 

 5) Topics include: Republican presidential campaign of Senator Marco Rubio / criticism 

from fellow Republican presidential candidate Jeb Bush during the most recent debate / 

questions from opponents regarding Senator Rubio’s perceived lack of experience; state 

of Jeb Bush’s campaign / campaigns of Ted Cruz, Donald Trump, and Ben Carson; news 

that the United States is sending special operations forces into Syria; Speaker Paul Ryan 

as the new face of the Republican party; state of the Democratic race for president 

 6) Topics include: Ms. Noonan’s new book, “The Time of Our Lives”, a collection of her 

speeches and columns / work with President Ronald Reagan / speech written for 

President Reagan after the Challenger disaster / Ms. Noonan’s creative process 

 



 

 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/08/15 Guests: Donald Trump, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); Dr. Ben Carson, 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 

Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3); Senator 

Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) (4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Molly Ball, The 

Atlantic (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (5) 

 1) Topics include: reaction to stories from Dr. Carson’s autobiography and the reported 

discrepancies contained within / Dr. Carson’s claims of violence towards his mother and 

an unnamed friend / Dr. Carson’s rise in the polls; Mr. Trump’s appearance as host on 

“Saturday Night Live”; his tax plan 

 2) Topics include: Dr. Carson’s explanation for the discrepancies in his autobiography, 

particularly the claim of being offered a full scholarship to West Point / belief that he is 

getting “special scrutiny”; Dr. Carson’s recent Facebook post stating that the signers of 

the Declaration of Independence were not professional politicians / examples of his own 

prior experiences which would aid him politically; the human side of addiction; Dr. 

Carson’s Secret Service protection 

 3) Topics include: mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in 

Egypt last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, 

Daesh) / speculation regarding how Russian President Vladimir Putin will respond to the 

attack; report by Politico that Hillary Clinton’s e-mails were not classified material 

 4) Topics include: mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in 

Egypt last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, 

Daesh) / potential impact on the U.S. fight against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / changing profile of 

ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / criticism of President Obama’s strategy against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); need 

to reauthorize and fund the program for the 9/11 responders; role of Wall Street and 

questions regarding its part in income inequality and lack of opportunity 

 5) Topics include: reaction to stories from Dr. Carson’s autobiography and the reported 

discrepancies contained therein / opinion that Dr. Carson benefited from this scrutiny; 

number of Republican presidential candidates with no prior political experience / 



 

campaigns of the Republican presidential candidates; former President George H. W. 

Bush’s book release; mounting evidence that the crash of the Russian passenger jet in 

Egypt last week was likely brought down by a bomb, planted most likely by ISIS (ISIL, 

Daesh) / potential impact on the U.S. fight against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / contentious 

relationship between the United States and Russia; upcoming Democratic debate / 

presidential campaigns of Hillary Clinton, Senator Bernie Sanders and Martin O’Malley; 

President Obama’s recent jab at the Republican presidential candidates for complaining 

about the CNBC debate moderators 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/15/15 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Margaret Brennan, CBS News 

Foreign Affairs Correspondent (2); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security 

Contributor, former Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (3) (7); William 

Bratton, Police Commissioner, City of New York Police Department (4); Senator Bernie 

Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential Candidate (5); Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), 

Chairman, U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (6); Representative Devin 

Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (6); 

Danielle Pletka, American Enterprise Institute (7); Farah Pandith, Council on Foreign 

Relations (7); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (8); Peggy 

Noonan, The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (8); Nancy Cordes, CBS News 

Congressional Correspondent (8) 

 1) a report from Paris, France on the latest information regarding the November 13th 

terrorist attacks in that city by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS, ISIL or Daesh) 

  2) a report from Turkey on President Obama’s reaction to the Paris terrorist attacks 

 3) Topics include: how the most recent terrorist attacks in Paris change what the West 

knows about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) ; advice for President Obama / how the terrorists were 

able to execute their plans / differences between about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) and al Qaeda / 

use of encrypted apps to communicate by the terrorists 

 4) Topics include: how the terrorist attacks in Paris immediately impacts the security 

situation in the City of New York / use of encrypted apps to communicate by the 

terrorists / the need to adjust strategies employed by the New York Police Department 

to the changing capabilities and use of social media by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 



 

 5) Topics include: relationship between climate change and terrorism; regulating Wall 

Street / reaction to Paul Krugman’s piece in The New York Times about the problem a 

Democratic president would face when attempting to regulate Wall Street with a 

Republican-controlled Congress; need to draw a distinction between himself and fellow 

Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton 

 6) Topics include: how the most recent terrorist attacks in Paris change what the West 

knows about ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / criticism of the Obama administration for its lack of a 

“real plan” to fight ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / need to improve the capability of the United 

States in tracking terrorists / need to formulate a strategy which encompasses a larger 

geographical region / importance of the United States in joining a global coalition to 

fight ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / call for more Special Operations efforts in the region / 

immediate end to allowing Syrian refugees to enter the United States 

 7) Topics include: what the American response should be to the terrorist attacks in Paris 

/ Ms. Pletka’s opinion that the United States needs to be the leader in the fight against 

ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / need for the fight to include strategy that will “take hold of the 

ideological space” 

 8) Topics include: last night’s Democratic debate / Hillary Clinton’s relationship with 

Wall Street / Senator Sanders’ high poll numbers on handling the economy and income 

inequality / Senator Sanders’ statement during the debate on the relationship between 

climate change and terrorism 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/22/15 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Margaret Brennan, CBS News 

Foreign Affairs Correspondent (2); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Senate Intelligence 

Committee (3); Representative Michael McCaul (R-TX), Chairman, House Homeland 

Security Committee (4); Brett McGurk, Special Presidential Envoy to the Global Coalition 

to Counter ISIL (5); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, former 

Deputy Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (6); Thomas Donilon, former National 

Security Adviser, Obama administration (6); Frances Townsend, former Homeland 

Security Advisor to George W. Bush (6); Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), Republican 

Presidential Candidate (7); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (8); Karl Rove, author, “The 

Triumph of William McKinley: Why the Election of 1896 Still Matters” (8); Ruth Marcus, 

The Washington Post (8) 



 

 1) a report from Paris, France on the current situations in that city and in Brussels, 

Belgium, after last week’s terrorist attacks in Paris 

 2) a report from Malaysia on President Obama’s concluding press conference in Kuala 

Lumpur, where he attempted to calm Americans and renewed his vow to fight ISIS (ISIL, 

Daesh) 

 3) Topics include: recent address before the Senate Intelligence Committee by Secretary 

of State John Kerry on the Obama administration’s strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / 

need to be aggressive in the fight / call for a “larger Special Operations plan” / use of 

encrypted communication by terrorists / call for tougher internet regulations in order to 

thwart terrorists 

 4) Topics include: recent ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) threats to New York City and Washington, D.C. 

/ strong indication that the Paris terrorists used encrypted communication / concern 

over the refugees entering the United States and possible terrorist connections / need 

to be involved in Muslim communities through outreach programs 

 5) Topics include: war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / reaction to criticism that the Obama 

administration’s strategy is not moving fast enough / fifty members of the Special Forces 

being sent to Syria / need “to work as a global community” in the fight to defeat ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) / working with the Russians to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), even though 

differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad exist between the U.S. 

and Russia 

 6) Topics include: new information acquired since last week’s terrorist attacks in Paris / 

change in focus and strategy by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / similarities between al Qaeda and ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) / alarming speed in which ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) has developed / differing 

opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad between the U.S. and Russia / 

opinion on the potential threat posed by Syrian refugees entering the United States and 

possible terrorist connections / Homeland Security issues with respect to Europe and its 

external border control 

 7) Topics include: potential threat posed by Syrian refugees entering the United States 

and possible terrorist connections / strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); fear that U.S. 

surveillance of encrypted communication and tougher internet regulations will be an 

overreach into people’s privacy and liberty / disapproval of the idea to “target mosques 

and have a database of Muslims” 

 8) CBS News Battleground Tracker: analysis of the recent poll results out of Iowa and 

New Hampshire for the Republican presidential candidates / impact of the recent 

terrorist attacks in Paris on how the Republican candidates are assessed / response by 

the Republican presidential candidates to the Syrian refugees; Mr. Rove’s opinion that 



 

President Obama is exploiting the issue for political gains / possible burden-by-

connection to the Obama administration’s ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) strategy for Hillary Clinton 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

 

 

11/29/15 Guests: Dr. Ben Carson, Republican Presidential Candidate (1); former Governor Jeb 

Bush (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), 

Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (3); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), 

Republican Presidential Candidate (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post (4); Jeffrey 

Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (4); Peggy Noonan, 

The Wall Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (4); Doris Kearns Goodwin, author, “The 

Bully Pulpit: Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the Golden Age of 

Journalism”, “Lyndon Johnson and the American Dream: The Most Revealing Portrait of 

a President and Presidential Power Ever Written” (5); Karl Rove, author, “The Triumph 

of William McKinley: Why the Election of 1896 Still Matters” (5); Jon Meacham, author, 

“Destiny and Power: The American Odyssey of George Herbert Walker Bush” (5); 

Edward J. Larson, author, “The Return of George Washington: Uniting the States, 1783-

1789” (5) 

 1) Topics include: Dr. Carson’s recent visit to a Syrian refugee camp / call for Jordan and 

other countries in the region to take in more refugees / criticism of the current strategy 

in the war against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh); need for “hateful rhetoric, not matter which side it 

comes from, right or left” to be toned down, in light of the recent shooting at a Planned 

Parenthood clinic in Colorado Springs, CO 

 2) Topics include: former Governor Bush’s strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), which 

includes “troops on the ground” / criticism of the Obama administration’s strategy to 

defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / working with the Russians to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), even 

though differing opinions on the fate of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad exist between 

the U.S. and Russia / reaction to fellow Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump 

and his plan for registering Muslims / desire to show preference for Syrian Christian 

refugees over Muslim ones 

 3) Topics include: belief that an alliance with Russia is a mistake / need to destroy ISIS 

(ISIL, Daesh) in Syria before they come to America / importance of establishing a no-fly 

zone / strategy to defeat ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / opinion that Republican presidential 

candidate Donald Trump’s plan for registering Muslims turns Muslims all over the world 



 

against America / establishing a regional force to work with the United States in the 

fight 

 4) Topics include: reaction to the comments made during the appearances of three 

Republican presidential candidates: Dr. Carson, former Governor Bush, and Senator 

Graham; Senators Graham and McCain’s plan for a regional army; impact of the recent 

terrorist attacks in Paris on the Republican race for president / response from the 

Republican presidential candidates on the Syrian refugee crisis; recent incident of 

Donald Trump making fun of a disable newspaper reporter 

 5) Presidential Books Panel topics include: what positive attributes from past presidents 

should be looked at when dealing with the current field of candidates / career and 

presidency of George Herbert Walker Bush / how former President McKinley dealt with 

the American Protective Association, an anti-Catholic and anti-immigration group / 

presidency of George Washington / how FDR (Franklin Delano Roosevelt) would react to 

today’s crisis with ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

 

60 MINUTES 

 

 

 

11/01/15 “Heroin In The Heartland” – a report on the increasing accessibility and use of heroin in 

the United States. Federal and local authorities across America believe it’s the biggest 

drug epidemic today. Drug dealers, connected to Mexican drug cartels, have expanded 

from an inner-city focus to the suburbs for a new set of consumers: high school 

students, college athletes, teachers and professionals. Focusing on families in the 

Columbus, Ohio suburbs dealing with this problem, the reasons for the rise of this 

epidemic are discussed. The drug that reverses the effects of opiates in the brain, 

Naloxone Hydrochloride (Narcan), is now available in Ohio without a prescription. 

Includes interviews with: former heroin addicts: Hannah Morris and Jenna Morrison; 

Mike DeWine, Ohio Attorney General; Jessica Kaiser, forensic scientist for Ohio Attorney 

General; and parents of heroin addicts: Wayne and Christy Campbell (whose son Tyler 

died); T.J. and Heidi Riggs (whose daughter Marin died); Brian Malone and Lea Heidman 

(whose daughter Alyssa died); Brenda Stewart (whose two sons are in recovery), Tracy 

Morrison, (whose two daughters are in recovery); and Rob Brandt (whose son Robby 

died). (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Tom Anderson, Michelle St. John) 

 “Smart Guns” – a report on ‘smart gun’ technology which allows firearms to fire only in 

the hands of their owners -- and why it is not yet mass-produced or sold in the United 



 

States. Advocates of smart guns believe they can lower the number of accidental 

shootings and suicides and cut down the resale of stolen guns. Opponents question: the 

safety of adding high-tech to guns; if the guns would be vulnerable to hacking; and if the 

fingerprint technology is reliable in various weather conditions. New Jersey State 

Senator Loretta Weinberg plans to ask the state to repeal the 13-year-old law which 

mandates all handguns sold in New Jersey be smart guns once they become available. 

Includes interviews with: Tom Lynch, CEO of Safe Gun Technology; Andy Raymond, co-

owner of Engage Armament; Steve Sanetti, president of the National Shooting Sports 

Foundation; State Senator Loretta Weinberg (D-NJ); Jonathan Mossberg, CEO and 

president of iGun Technology Corp; and Ron Conway, investor. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: 

Shachar Bar-On) 

 “The Slave Ship” – a report on how teams from the National Museum of African 

American History and Culture (NMAAHC) and the Slave Wrecks Project are searching for 

the underwater remains, off Mozambique Island, of a slave ship named St. Joseph (Sao 

Jose in Portuguese). Includes interviews with: Lonnie Bunch, founding director 

(NMAAHC); Decio Muianga, Mozambican archaeologist; Steve Lubkemann, co-founder 

of the Slave Wrecks Project and anthropologist from George Washington University; 

Paul Gardullo, historian of slavery and curator at the Smithsonian Museum; and Jaco 

Boshoff, archaeologist with South Africa’s Iziko Museum and co-founder of the Slaves 

Wrecks Project. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young) 

 Update: “The Storm after the Storm” (OAD: 03/01/15) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

11/08/15 “Into Dangerous Hands” – a report on the critical lapses in the United States security 

clearance process under the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) that allowed NSA 

leaker Edward Snowden, convicted spy Chelsea (previously known as Bradley) Manning, 

and mass murderer Aaron Alexis to gain access to America’s defense secrets. Includes 

interviews with: Paul Stockton, managing director of Sonecon and Fmr. Assistant 

Secretary of Defense; Fmr. Army Specialist Jhirleah Showman, Manning’s supervisor; 

John Hamre, Fmr. Deputy Secretary of Defense; and Ret. Department of Defense 

adjudicators: Brenda Persons, Kathy Treese, and Linda Dei.  (C: Scott Pelley – Producers 

listed at the beginning of the segment: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados, Andrew 

Bast; Producers listed at the end of the segment: Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael Rey, 

Emily Rand) 

 “The Collider” – a report on the Large Hadron Collider, a massive scientific instrument 

located 300 feet underground the border between Switzerland and France. After two 



 

years of repairs and upgrades, the Collider is smashing subatomic particles together at 

nearly double the power, leading physicists to look more closely at: dark matter, the 

quark, black holes, and anything else they may discover. Includes interviews with: Peter 

Higgs, British theoretical physicist who gave his name to the Higgs boson particle; 

Fabiola Gianotti, Italian physicist, and next Director General of the European 

Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN); and American physicists: Greg Rakness, Sam 

Ting, Steve Nahn, Laura Jeanty, and Steve Goldfard. Also includes comments by: Dr. 

Rolf-Dieter Heuer, Director General (CERN). (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Andy Court, Keith 

Sharman, Sarah Fitzpatrick) 

 “Hamilton” – a report about “Hamilton”, the unorthodox musical currently selling out 

on Broadway and attracting such luminaries as President Barack Obama and former Vice 

President Dick Cheney. The lead actor and playwright of “Hamilton” is Lin-Manuel 

Miranda, and he uses a combination of hip-hop and rap along with popular music to 

portray Alexander Hamilton’s life -- all sung and danced by a diverse cast. Miranda also 

created the winner of the 2008 Tony for best musical, “In The Heights”. Includes 

interviews with: Lin-Manuel Miranda; Luis Miranda and Luz Towns-Miranda, Miranda’s 

parents; and Ron Chernow, author of “Alexander Hamilton” and the show’s historical 

advisor. Also includes a comment by Tommy Kail, the director of “Hamilton”.  (C: Charlie 

Rose – P: Graham Messick) 

 

11/15/15 “The Paris Attacks” – a report on the terror attacks in Paris, France on November 13th. 

ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) claimed responsibility for the series of attacks which consisted of mass 

shootings, suicide bombings, and hostage-taking. At least 129 people are dead with 

hundreds more injured. Two survivors describe the scene of the shootings at Bonne 

Biere café, and the massacre inside the Bataclan concert hall during an Eagles of Death 

Metal concert, where most of the victims were killed. Includes interviews with: Mark 

Colclough, Danish psychotherapist witnessed Bonne Biere café shooting; Francois (he 

withheld his last name for his own safety), shot and survived Bataclan shooting; and 

Alain Bauer, criminologist and former security advisor to the French Government. (C: 

Scott Pelley - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Keith Sharman, David M. Levine, Guy Campanile, 

Michael Rey, Robert G. Anderson) 

 “The Speaker of the House” – an interview with Republican Representative Paul Ryan, 

the newly elected Speaker of the House, at his home in Janesville, Wisconsin. Among 

the topics discussed: his relationship with President Barack Obama; reasons for 

becoming Speaker; the loss of his father at age 16; a lack of a residence in Washington, 

DC, and how he sleeps in his office; his immigration and tax plan; and entitlement 

programs. Also includes an interview with Paul’s wife, Janna Ryan. (C: Scott Pelley – P: 

Robert G. Anderson, Aaron Weisz) 



 

 “Football and the Brain” – a report on how the National Football League (NFL) is 

acknowledging the connection between on-field concussions and brain impairment later 

in life, and how they are reinventing equipment, funding scientific research and 

changing the rules due to the medical science. Ongoing studies of Chronic Traumatic 

Encephalopathy (CTE), a degenerative brain disease, have proven that 88 former NFL 

players had it, but currently CTE is only able to be diagnosed in the dead. Researchers 

hope to be able to diagnose CTE in the living in five to ten years. Includes interviews 

with: Roger Goodell, NFL Commissioner; Ed Reed, retired NFL safety; Dr. Robert Stern, 

Director of Clinical Research for the Boston University CTE Center; Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz, 

researcher in brain trauma at the University of North Carolina; Jeff Miller, Senior Vice 

President of Health and Safety for the NFL; and Pete Carroll, head coach of the Seattle 

Seahawks. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

 Update: “The New Burma” (OAD: 10/25/15) 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

11/22/15 “Active Shooter” – a report on how police departments in America are training their 

officers on how to respond to and stop active gun shooter situations like the terrorist 

attacks last week in Paris, France and the 2008 attacks in Mumbai, India. Police now 

urge victims of these situations to either run, hide, or fight since most attacks are over 

before help arrives. Includes interviews with: Bill Bratton, New York Police 

Commissioner; Raymond McPartland, detective, and lead trainer with the NYPD 

Counterterrorism Division; and Cathy Lanier, Washington, DC, Police Chief. (C: Anderson 

Cooper - P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) 

 “Common Enemy” – a report from the battle lines against ISIS (ISIL, Daesh), just outside 

of Fallujah, Iraq, where some former enemies of the United States -- Shiite militias 

backed by Iran -- are proving to be among the most effective militias against the 

terrorists.  Includes interviews with: Major General Peter Gersten, top US commander in 

the fight against ISIS; Ali Abrawi, local Badr commander (through translator); and Hadi 

Al-Amiri, president of Badr Organization (through translator). (C: Lara Logan – P: Max 

McClellan, Richard Butler) 

 “The Future of Money” – a report on M-PESA, a mobile phone-based payment system 

used in  Kenya created by Safaricom, Kenya’s largest cell phone provider company, that 

has improved urban commerce and brought basic necessities like water and solar power 

to poorer rural areas. Users give money to an agent at an M-PESA kiosk and it’s 

converted into virtual currency inputted on a phone. Includes interviews with: Bob 

Collymore, CEO of Safaricom; Daniel (last name not disclosed), taxi driver; Anji (last 

name not disclosed), shop owner; Mary Tonkei, Maasai dairy farmer; and Stephen 

Wainaina Waweru, pig farmer. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On, Alexandra Poolos) 

http://www.bu.edu/cte/


 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The Paris Attacks” (OAD: 

11/15/15) 

 

11/29/15 “The Last Prisoner” an interview with Alan Gross about what his five-years of captivity 

in Cuba were like before he was released on December 17, 2014 in exchange for three 

Cuban prisoners held by the United States. Gross was a U.S. government contractor 

hired by the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) to set up independent 

internet connections for the Jewish community in Cuba, and on his fifth trip he was 

arrested and captured in Havana. Also includes interviews with: Judy Gross, Alan’s wife; 

Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT); and Tim Rieser, Senator Leahy’s congressional aide. (C: 

Scott Pelley – P: Oriana Zill de Granados, Michael Rey) 

 “The Execution of Joseph Wood” – a report on the longest execution in U.S. history. The 

lethal injection Arizona executioners used on murderer Joseph Wood consisted of an 

experimental drug combination which took nearly two hours to kill him. Pharmaceutical 

companies have banned the use of their drugs for capital punishment, partly under 

pressure from death-penalty opponents, forcing states to turn to new, untried and 

illegally imported drugs. Includes interviews with: Mark Brnovich, Arizona Attorney 

General; Alex Kozinski, federal judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit; 

Richard and Jeannie Brown, family of Eugene Dietz and daughter Debra (two people 

Joseph Wood killed); and witnesses to Joseph Wood’s execution: Deacon Ed Schaeffer; 

Dale Baich, Wood’s attorney; and Michael Kiefer, reporter for The Arizona Republic. (C: 

Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Habiba Nosheen) 

 “Taking On The Eiger” – a report on how extreme athlete JT Holmes combined three 

sports: speed riding, skiing, and BASE jumping to descend down the Swiss mountain, 

pulling a parachute to break his 100-mph free fall. Cameras capture Holmes in action as 

it was attempted for the first time. Includes an interview with JT Holmes, American 

professional skier. Also includes comments by: Martin Schurmann, Swiss mountain 

guide; and Valentin Delluc, champion speed rider and cameraman. (C: Anderson Cooper 

– P: Tom Anderson) 

 Update: “The Future of Money” (OAD: 11/22/15) 

 

48 HOURS 

 

1/07/15 PREEMPTION 

 



 

 

11/14/15 48 HOURS: “Paris Under Attack” (8:00–9:00p) - a special live edition of 48 HOURS 

reporting on the terrorist attacks in Paris, France on Friday, November 13. Includes 

segments on the attacks themselves; the politics of terrorism; security vulnerabilities in 

the U.S. and abroad; and the latest U.S. intelligence. (1) the latest information from 

Paris. (C: Scott Pelley). (2) concerns about future attacks, information about a suspected 

Belgium connection with the terrorists (C: Elizabeth Palmer). (3) a timeline of the 

attacks, from the soccer match to the restaurants and the concert hall. Interviewed: 

witnesses Stephen McCurry, Aurora Barrett. (C: Peter Van Sant). (4) foiled plots, the 

dark web, and the possibility of an attack like this happening in the United States. Guest: 

John Miller, former CBS News Correspondent, now NYPD Deputy Commissioner of 

Intelligence (from New York). (5) revelation that the attacks were coordinated for 

maximum carnage, targeting places celebrating the joys of life. Interviewed: Bernabed 

Moncef. (C: Allen Pizzey). (6) a report from Erbil, in northern Iraq, about the battle by 

Kurdish forces to take back the ISIS (ISIL)-held city of Sinjar. Interviewed: Amini Ibrahim, 

a Yazidi soldier. (C: Charlie D’Agata). (7) U.S. law enforcement is investigating and 

helping French authorities. U.S. officials concerned that ISIS (ISIL) tactics could be used 

here. Interviewed: Juan Zarate (CBS News Consultant). (C: Jeff Pegues). (8) the challenge 

of protecting so-called soft targets in U.S. cities: NFL stadiums, tourist destinations, 

shopping malls. Interviewed: Vincent Marra, former NYPD counterterrorism officer. (C: 

Erin Moriarty). (9) the impact of the attacks on the upcoming Democratic debate and 

how the focus has changed to include terrorism. (C: John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes). (10) 

the Republican reaction: Democrats have not been tough enough on terrorism and ISIS 

(ISIL) (C: Major Garrett). (11) the first coordinated ISIS (ISIL) attack in the West is a 

game-changer, presenting new exigencies and questions – including the new debate of 

security vs. privacy. Interviewed: Mike Morrell (CBS News Senior National Security 

Contributor). (C:  Norah O’Donnell). (12) the Democratic debate with John Dickerson. 

(13) post-attack Paris: residents unite against this act of barbarism by expressing their 

solidarity. Interviewed: Stephen Ventura, documentary producer. (C: Susan Spencer). 

(14) a profile of the band Eagles of Death Metal who were performing at the Bataclan 

Concert Hall when the attack there started. Interviewed: Steve Appleford, music 

journalist. (C: Tracy Smith). (15) the human cost of terror -- reminders of 9/11, and 

across-the-world support for the French people. (C: Richard Schlesinger). (Anchor: 

Norah O’Donnell (NY); Correspondents: Scott Pelley, Elizabeth Palmer, Peter Van Sant, 

Allen Pizzey, Susan Spencer (Paris); Charlie D’Agata (Iraq); Jeff Pegues (Washington); 

John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes, Major Garrett (Iowa); Erin Moriarty (NY); Tracy Smith 

(Los Angeles) – Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky) 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 



 

 

 

11/21/15 48 HOURS: “The Accidental Husband” (9:00–10:00p) – an updated rebroadcast about 

Harold Henthorn, a twice-widowed man from Colorado whose two wives both died in 

unusual accidents, and whose changing account of events led family members to 

suspect that he murdered them. In 2012, Harold Henthorn surprised his wife Dr. Toni 

Henthorn, a successful ophthalmologist, with a weekend hike in Rocky Mountain 

National Park to celebrate their anniversary -- only to have it end in her death from a 

fall. Henthorn’s version of events to family members changed several times and they 

began to doubt his account of events and to suspect he was responsible for her death.  

While reporting on the case, investigative reporter Brian Maass received an anonymous 

email stating Henthorn’s first wife died in a freak accident as well. Maass looked into the 

accident and discovered first wife Lynn Henthorn had died 17 years earlier in another 

freak accident. He found: (1) both accidents occurred in very remote locations in 

Colorado; (2) Henthorn was the only witness; (3) the accidents were extremely unusual; 

(4) he had told numerous versions of the events; and (5) both wives had large life 

insurance policies, with him as the sole beneficiary. Federal investigators also 

discovered that Henthorn had not worked for the past twenty years. He had also taken 

out a fraudulent policy worth millions on his ex-sister-in-law, Grace Rishell, who now 

believes she was to be his next target.  In 2014, two years after Toni Henthorn’s tragic 

death, federal authorities arrested and charged Harold Henthorn with her murder. His 

trial is scheduled to begin in the fall. On-screen text graphic: A judge will decide if Lynn’s 

death can be included in Henthorn’s trial for the murder of Toni. Henthorn has yet to 

receive any proceeds from Toni’s life insurance. Harold Henthorn declined our request 

for an interview. 11/21/15 UPDATE:  This September, Henthorn’s trial began. 

Prosecutors were confident they would win this largely circumstantial case. The defense 

rested without calling a single witness. Harold Henthorn was convicted of murder. On-

screen text graphic for the 11/21/15 updated rebroadcast: Henthorn will be sentenced 

on December 8th.  He faces a mandatory life sentence with no chance of parole. Harold 

Henthorn declined our request for an interview. Original 04/04/15 interviews: Barry 

Bertolet, Yvonne Bertolet and Bob Bertolet (Toni Henthorn’s brother and parents); 

Daniel Jarvis (friend of Harold Henthorn); Tammi Abbruscato, Christie Drews (Toni 

Henthorn’s co-workers); Brian Maass (investigative reporter); Grace Rishell (ex-sister-in-

law of Harold Henthorn and Lynn Henthorn) and daughter Laura Rishell; Ann McNally, 

Nancy Hodges (co-workers of Lynn Henthorn); Patricia Montoya (offered aid during first 

accident); Lora Thomas (Douglas County Coroner); Arnold Wheat (48 HOURS consultant/ 

accident reconstruction specialist). New 11/21/15 interviews: jurors Dawn Roberts, 

Marxy Miller-Zahn, Daniel Jarvis, Jerry Taboada; and Henthorn friend Daniel Jarvis. (C: 

Peter Van Sant - P: Ruth Chenetz, Lindsey Gutterman) (OAD: 04/04/15) 

 



 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

11/21/15 48 HOURS: “The Strange Case of Kurt Sonnenfeld” (10:00-11:00p) - an investigation of 

Kurt Sonnenfeld, a man wanted for the 2002 murder of his wife, Nancy Sonnenfeld, in 

the United States, and who is now living with a new life with a new wife in Argentina, a 

country that has yet to agree to extradite him to the United States. He claims that the 

United States government wants to silence him for what he saw at Ground Zero 

following the 2001 terrorist attacks. He also maintains that his wife committed suicide 

after a New Year’s Eve celebration on January 1, 2002. Police believed it to be a 

homicide. Her death came during a troubled time in their marriage; Nancy had filed for 

separation and intended to divorce Kurt. He was arrested for murder, but the charges 

were dropped shortly before he was to go to trial due to insufficient evidence. The 

investigation continued, and police eventually refiled the murder charge. By that time, 

Sonnenfeld had moved to Argentina, remarried and had launched a campaign to clear 

his name by giving interviews to the local media. He claims that he is wanted in the 

United States because of something he saw while working as a cameraman for FEMA at 

the World Trade Center Ground Zero site, and also claims that he is facing the death 

penalty -- which he is not. The case now drags on through the Argentine court system, 

and the President of Argentina even says that Kurt Sonnenfeld will not be extradited.  

On-screen text graphic: Tomorrow is Argentina’s presidential election. It’s not clear 

whether the decision to keep Sonnenfeld in Argentina will stand. Interviewed: Paula 

Sonnenfeld (second wife); Amy Leek (Nancy’s sister); Leslie Lindberg (Nancy’s cousin); 

Jonathan Priest (retired Denver detective); Dr. Amy Martin (Denver assistant Medical 

Examiner); Carrie Thompson (defense attorney); Bill Ritter (District Attorney); Robert 

Dreyer (informant); Bill Owens (former Colorado governor); Dolores and Jorge Richar 

(Sonnenfeld supporters/ through translation); Adolfo Perez Esquivel (Nobel Prize 

winner, Sonnenfeld supporter); Rolondo Grana (Argentine TV personality); Kirk Mitchell 

(Denver Post reporter/48 HOURS consultant). (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Anthony Venditti, 

Clare Friedland) 

 

11/28/15 48 HOURS: “Road to Redemption” - a report about Jeanne Bishop, who for more than 

two decades struggled to move on after losing both her sister and brother-in-law, Nancy 

Bishop Langert and Richard Langert -- murdered in their suburban Chicago home in 1990 

by 16-year-old David Biro. In seeking closure to the crime, she pursued a face-to-face 

meeting with Biro in prison – which she eventually had. In 1990, Nancy and Richard 

Langert were found dead in their Winnetka, Illinois home, in what seemed like a home 

invasion/robbery. Their killer was identified months later as David Biro, a local high 

school student, who bragged to a friend that he had done it. Biro was tried as an adult 

and convicted of murder. He was sentenced to two mandatory life terms for the 



 

murders of Nancy and Richard Langert, and the judge gave him a discretionary life 

sentence for the death of their unborn child. For Jeanne Bishop, the crime was a life-

changing moment: her actions during the investigation made authorities think she was 

uncooperative, and, because of the way she was treated by police, she changed careers, 

going from being a high-powered corporate attorney to a public defender. Still, for 23 

years, in order to forgive, she felt she needed to know what motivated David Biro, thus 

lifting the crushing burden victims often live with. Biro agreed to meet with her, at 

Pontiac Correctional Center, where he is serving his time. In June of 2012, the U.S. 

Supreme Court decision deeming mandatory life sentences for juveniles as “cruel and 

unusual punishment.” meant that David Biro could qualify for a reduced sentence, or 

even be released. The ruling guarantees that there will be a re-sentencing. Jeanne’s 

mother and sister have ideologically different views about forgiveness and the Supreme 

Court decision, but have agreed to disagree. On-screen text graphic: David Biro is one of 

approximately 80 offenders convicted as juveniles awaiting re-sentencing in Illinois. 

Across the country, more than 1,000 offenders may qualify for resentencing under the 

Supreme Court ruling. Interviewed: Jeanne Bishop (sister); Joyce Bishop (mother); 

Jennifer Bishop-Jenkins (sister); Gene Kalvaitis (Sergeant, multi-town task force); Patty 

McConnell (Sergeant, Winnetka Police Department); Gera-Lind Kolarik (true-crime 

writer); Mark Osler (law professor). (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chris O’Connell, Lauren 

Clark, Doug Longhini) 

 

CBS NEWS CAMPAIGN 2016: DEMOCRATIC DEBATE 

 

11/14/15 CBS NEWS: DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE - live coverage of the 2016 Democratic 

presidential debate, featuring candidates Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders and Martin 

O’Malley.  Principal Moderator: John Dickerson.  Panelists: Nancy Cordes, CBS News 

Congressional Correspondent; Kevin Cooney, anchor, KCCI-TV, Des Moines, Iowa; Kathie 

Obradovich, political columnist, Des Moines Register. Origination: Drake University, 

Iowa.  Correspondent Major Garrett discusses the response to the debate on Twitter. 

 

* * * * * 

 

FACE THE NATION 

 

 



 

12/06/15 Guests: Jeff Pegues, CBS News Homeland Security Correspondent (1); Donald Trump, 

Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ), Republican 

Presidential Candidate (3); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), Democratic Presidential 

Candidate (4); Fran Townsend, former Homeland Security Advisor to George W. Bush 

(5); Michael Morell, CBS News Senior Security Contributor, former Deputy Director, 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (5); Gwen Ifill, co-anchor, “PBS NewsHour”; moderator, 

“Washington Week” (6); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (6); Gerald Seib, The Wall Street 

Journal (6); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (6) 

1) a report on the latest developments in the FBI investigation into the 12/02/15 terror 

attack in San Bernardino, CA 

 2) Topics include: opinion that people have been too politically correct in this country 

with regards to Muslims / Mr. Trump’s idea of tracking Muslims in America / criticism of 

President Obama / reaction to condemnation from others that he is “playing on fears” / 

call for going after the families of terrorists / gun rights / why people join ISIS (ISIL, 

Daesh) / support for the 2nd amendment, but a willingness to look at people who amass 

a large cache of weapons and the ability of people on the no-fly list to be able to 

purchase guns 

 3) Topics include: criticism of President Obama / call for increased intelligence and 

surveillance measures / disagreement with Mr. Trump over profiling / need to use the 

term “radical Islamic Jihadist” / reaction to yesterday’s front page editorial from The 

New York Times on the need for more gun control / reason why Governor Christie is no 

longer an opponent of people being able to own assault rifles 

 4) Topics include: in anticipation of President Obama’s address to the nation this 

evening, what Senator Sanders would say if he were president / call for tougher 

screening policies and more gun control / agreement with yesterday’s editorial in The 

New York Times / his past vote on gun legislation granting gun manufacturers and shop 

owners immunity / proposed gun control measures; Senator Sanders’ proposed climate 

change legislation 

 5) Topics include: insight into the investigation of the December 2nd terror attack in San 

Bernardino / impact of this attack on homeland security measures / increased attacks by 

ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) and their affiliates / need to look at the current gun control laws, 

specifically those related to assault weapons / need to “clean up” the terror watch list / 

efforts to fight ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) overseas / yesterday’s knife attack in London / 

disagreement with Mr. Trump over profiling 

 6) Topics include: impact of the December 2nd attack in San Bernardino on the 

candidates and the presidential race / Republican criticism of President Obama that he 

“is out of touch with reality” and that stricter gun control is not the solution / Mr. 

Trump’s stance on Muslims / type of voter attracted to Mr. Trump’s campaign / reaction 



 

to Mr. Trump’s comments about women in the military / campaigns of Senators Ted 

Cruz (R-TX) and Marco Rubio (R-FL) 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

12/13/15 Guests: U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry (1); Frank Luntz, CBS News Contributor, 

Republican Strategist (2); Governor John Kasich (R-OH), Republican Presidential 

Candidate (3); Kimberley (Kim) Strassel, The Wall Street Journal (4); Jamelle Bouie, CBS 

News Political Analyst, Slate Magazine (4); Susan Page, USA Today (4); Peter Baker, The 

New York Times (4); Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), Chairman, U.S. Senate Select 

Committee on Intelligence (5); Dr. Marshall Shepherd, University of Georgia 

Atmospheric Sciences Program (6) 

 1) Topics include: COP21 climate deal finalized yesterday in Paris, France; criticism of the 

proposed ban denying Muslims entry into America 

 2) extended excerpts of Mr. Luntz’s focus group of twenty-nine past and present Donald 

Trump supporters in Virginia and subsequent analysis 

 3) Topics include: reaction to comments from members of Mr. Luntz’s focus group / 

belief that Donald Trump will not be elected president / criticism of the proposed ban 

denying Muslims entry into America / Governor Kasich’s lack of credence in poll results 

 4) Topics include: reaction to recent Republican poll results / Mr. Luntz’s focus group of 

twenty-nine past and present Donald Trump supporters / opinion that the attitudes 

displayed during the panel indicate a “distinct rise in racial resentment and anti-black 

attitudes” / Donald Trump’s proposed ban denying Muslims entry into America / 

response from fellow Republican presidential candidates to Mr. Trump’s campaign / 

how fellow candidate Senator Ted Cruz of Texas handles Mr. Trump by not attacking 

him / campaign of Senator Marco Rubio / rumors of a possible brokered Republican 

convention 

 5) an interview with Senator Burr on the latest developments in the investigation into 

the December 2nd terror attack in San Bernardino, CA and the national security 

implications of barring Muslims from the United States 

  6) Topics include: an interview with Dr. Shepherd on COP21 climate deal finalized 

yesterday in Paris 

 



 

12/20/15 Guests: Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (1); former 

Governor Jeb Bush (R-FL), Republican Presidential Candidate (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS 

News Elections Director (4); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (5); Peggy Noonan, The Wall 

Street Journal, CBS News Contributor (5); David Axelrod, Democratic Strategist, CNN 

Senior Political Commentator (5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5) 

  Guest Interviewer: Frank Luntz, CBS News Contributor, Republican Strategist (3) 

 1) Topics include: debate between Senators Rubio and Cruz on immigration / opinion 

that Senator Cruz is less than honest with people; belief that Donald Trump’s proposal 

on banning Muslims from America is not a serious proposal and is made to recapture 

headlines / danger of Mr. Trump’s rhetoric; disagreement with Senator Cruz on his 

Middle East foreign policy / Syrian civil war; Senator Rubio’s most recent political 

advertisement about feeling out of place in your own country, namely those who hold 

“traditional values”; Russian President Vladimir Putin’s recent endorsement of Mr. 

Trump 

 2) Topics include: criticism of fellow Republican candidate Donald Trump / Mr. Trump’s 

lack of knowledge regarding the nuclear triad / what it says about voters who support 

Mr. Trump’s proposal on banning Muslims from America / reasons why Mr. Trump 

should not like Russian President Putin’s recent endorsement; threat posed to the 

United States by ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) / Mr. Bush’s strategy for fighting ISIS (ISIL, Daesh) 

overseas / criticism of Senator Cruz’s call for carpet bombing Mosul; his campaign and 

why he disliked being a front-runner 

 3) extended excerpt of Mr. Luntz’s focus group with Muslims about Republican 

presidential candidate Donald Trump and the climate in America following the San 

Bernardino terror attack 

 4) CBS News Battleground Tracker:  analysis of recent poll results from Iowa and New 

Hampshire for the Republican and Democratic presidential candidates 

 5) Topics include: debate between Senators Rubio and Cruz on immigration / Republican 

Party’s history with immigration reform / campaigns of Senators Rubio and Cruz / 

Republican take on foreign policy / Russian President Putin’s recent endorsement of Mr. 

Trump / Mr. Trump’s praise of President Putin / how fellow candidates Senator Cruz and 

Mr. Bush react to Mr. Trump 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 



 

12/27/15 Guests: Mark Strassmann, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), 

Democratic Presidential Candidate (2); Dr. Ben Carson, Republican Presidential 

Candidate (3); Stephen Colbert, “The Late Show with Stephen Colbert” (4); Ben 

Domenech, The Federalist (5); Jeanne Cummings, The Wall Street Journal (5); James 

Bennet, The Atlantic (5); David Rohde, Reuters (5); Commander Scott Kelly, NASA 

Astronaut (6) 

  1) a report from Holly Springs, MS on the severe weather and violent storm systems this 

holiday season 

 2) Topics include: why Senator Sanders’ message on income inequality should appeal to 

supporters of Donald Trump; decision by a Texas grand jury that no felony was 

committed in the death of Sandra Bland; differences between himself and fellow 

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton / refusal to “wage horrible attacks” 

against Mrs. Clinton 

 3) Topics include: reaction to the Sandra Bland case; upcoming changes to the Carson 

campaign / examples of perceived attacks on his campaign / shows of strength from the 

Carson campaign / belief that “our country is on the precipice”, but faith that the 

American voters will choose substance over style 

 4) Topics include: Mr. Colbert’s theory on the 2016 presidential election / Mr. Trump’s 

ability to channel the populist; Mr. Colbert’s style of interviewing / his interview with 

Vice President Joe Biden / what he would have asked Pope Francis in an interview; the 

new “Star Wars” movie; the “catharsis of comedy” in times of chaos 

 5) a discussion on what happened in 2015 that panel members found most interesting 

or surprising: arguments about free speech / the surprise of the Trump phenomenon / 

collapse of the Republican Party’s establishment class / NASA finding running water on 

Mars / fear of Muslims in the United States / “acceptance of open bigotry” / role of 

money in the 2016 presidential election; the next year for the Democratic and 

Republican candidates 

 6) an interview with Commander Kelly from the International Space Station on his 

career, time at the space station, effects of his time in space on his body, and keeping 

up with the 2016 presidential election 

 

60 MINUTES 

 

12/06/15 “Confidential Informants” – an investigation into police coercing young people, many of 

them college students, to become confidential informants (CI) to help combat the war 



 

on drugs. Young people who are caught selling small amounts of marijuana are being 

recruited to become CI’s by law enforcement. As a CI, they are placed in high-risk 

situations with no training while wearing a wire to make undercover drug buys in 

exchange for having their charges reduced or dropped altogether. Being a CI lead to the 

murder of Rachel Hoffman, and is questioned in Andrew Sadek’s death, which is still an 

open investigation. Metro Narcotics, a drug task force close to the University of 

Mississippi (Ole Miss) in Oxford was exposed for threatening CI’s and giving CI’s 

incentives to entrap other students. Metro Narcotics and Ole Miss declined an 

interview. (Includes recordings of Keith Davis, head of the Metro Narcotics Unit, who 

has since resigned.) Includes interviews with: Jason Weber, narcotics officer and chief of 

a four-county drug task force in eastern North Dakota and western Minnesota; Tammy 

and John Sadek, Andrew Sadek’s parents; Lance Block, attorney; Brian Sallee, 

undercover narcotics officer; Ken Coghlan, defense attorney; and Greg and Bob 

(unidentified Ole Miss students and former CI’s who agreed to speak in disguise). (C: 

Lesley Stahl – P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 “Bonobos” – a report on bonobos, a primate cousin of humans that looks like a 

chimpanzee. Bonobos are a separate species of ape that live in female-dominated 

groups and do not kill each other. Bonobos are endangered species and can only be 

found in the Democratic Republic of Congo in Central Africa. Conservationist Claudine 

Andre created Lola Ya Bonobo Sanctuary, an orphanage in Congo that’s caring for 

bonobos. To save these primates from extinction, Lola has released some back into the 

wild and, so far, they are thriving. Includes interviews with: Claudine Andre; Brian Hare, 

Duke University evolutionary anthropologist; and Suzy Kwetuenda, biologist who 

oversees bonobo rehabilitation at Lola Ya Bonobo. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Michael H. 

Gavshon, David M. Levine) 

 Obituary – a look back at the career of 60 MINUTES producer Harry A. Radliffe II, who 

died of cancer this past week. He was sixty-six years old. (C: Steve Kroft) 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

12/13/15 “A New Direction On Drugs” – an interview with Michael Botticelli, the new director of 

National Drug Control Policy, and the first “drug czar” to be a recovering addict himself, 

from alcohol. Topics includes: how addicts should be treated as patients and not 

prisoners; changing the stigma of addiction and classifying it at as a disorder; his efforts 

as Director of Substance Abuse Services in Massachusetts in arming police departments 

with Naloxone to combat heroin overdoses and the Good Samaritan Law; legalizing 

marijuana; and Botticelli’s personal life as a recovering alcohol addict and an openly gay 

man. Also includes an interview with: Lieutenant Patrick Glynn, head of narcotics for 



 

Quincy, MA police. Also includes comments by: Dr. Leslie Kerzner, Neonatologist at 

Massachusetts General Hospital; and Dr. Jeffrey Samet, Professor of Medicine at the 

Boston University School of Medicine. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 

 “The New Force Behind Star Wars” – an interview / profile of JJ Abrams, director and 

co-writer with Lawrence Kasdan of the latest Star Wars installment, “Star Wars: The 

Force Awakens”. This is the first Star Wars movie made without creator George Lucas, 

who sold the empire to The Walt Disney Company three years ago. Abrams managed a 

cast and crew of almost a thousand, set limits on computer-generated imagery, and 

crafted most of the creatures, like the droid BB-8, by hand. Also includes interviews 

with: Kelly McGrath, Abram’s wife; and Steven Spielberg, director. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: 

Marc Lieberman) 

 “Lewis Hamilton” – an interview / profile of Lewis Hamilton, a three-time Formula One 

car racing world champion at the age of thirty. Hamilton is from England and is the first 

black Formula One racecar driver. Charlie Rose sat shotgun as Hamilton drove him 

around the track at Silverstone, home of the British Grand Prix, at 140 mph in the fastest 

Mercedes Benz. Also includes an interview with: Anthony Hamilton, Lewis’ father. (C: 

Charlie Rose – P: Keith Sharman) 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Confidential Informants” 

(OAD: 12/06/15) 

 

12/20/15 “Inside Apple” – a report on Apple Inc., a technology company headquartered in 

California that designs, develops, and sells consumer electronics and computer 

software, most notably the iPhone, iMac, and iPad. Apple’s CEO Tim Cook discussed: 

national security and encryption technology; corporate taxes; manufacturing products 

in China and Foxconn; Steve Jobs’ legacy; his personal life as an openly gay Fortune 500 

CEO; and Apple’s new, under construction, campus dubbed the “spaceship”.  Apple’s 

Chief Design Officer, Jonathan (Jony) Ive, and his team, reveal how the Apple watch and 

iPhone camera are created. Includes interviews with: Tim Cook; Jonathan Ive; Graham 

Townsend, Apple’s lead camera design engineer; Angela Ahrendts, Apple’s head of 

retail; and Paul Schiller, Apple’s head of marketing. Also includes comments by: Eddy 

Cue, Apple’s senior vice president of Internet Software and Services; and Dan Riccio, 

Apple’s head of hardware engineering. (C: Charlie Rose – Producers listed for Part I: 

Michael Radutzky, Glen Rochkind, Andrew Bast; Producers listed for Part II: Michael 

Radutzky, Andrew Bast, Glen Rochkind) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“Michael Caine” – an interview / profile of British actor Michael Caine, who stars as the 

leading man in the new film, “Youth” at the age of 82. Born Maurice Micklewhite, Caine 

is renowned for his working class cockney accent, and has appeared in over 100 films, 

winning two Oscars. In 2000, Caine received a knighthood from Britain’s Queen 



 

Elizabeth II. Also includes comments from Christopher Nolan, director. (C: Lesley Stahl – 

P: Ruth Streeter, Kaylee Tully) 

The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “A New Direction On Drugs” 

(OAD: 12/13/15) 

 

12/27/15 PREEMPTED FOR 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Mob Stories” 

 

48 HOURS 

 

12/05/15 48 HOURS: “Dear Savanna” - a report on how Dorothy Lee Barnett (“Lee Barnett”) 

eluded the FBI for over two decades after fleeing the United States with her daughter 

Savanna, after losing custody of the child. Their 1994 disappearance launched an 

international search for Barnett and Savanna that did not end until she was arrested in 

Australia. Lee Barnett was in the midst of a bitter divorce with then-husband Harris 

Todd. Barnett had married him even though he said he did not want children. Problems 

began after she became pregnant. They went to counseling, and during this period a 

doctor diagnosed her as having hyperthymic temperament, a form of bipolar disorder. 

After Savanna was born, she filed for divorce. Harris counter-sued. The judge sided with 

Todd. Barnett then started to make plans to leave with 11-month-old Savanna. She 

obtained fake documents (birth certificates and passports) and disappeared. An FBI 

manhunt ensued. She was vilified in the press. In 1999, Harris Todd told 48 HOURS that 

she was mentally ill. Barnett countered with her side of the story: she cut off all contact 

with her family and headed to Europe, then Malaysia, Singapore, South Africa, 

Botswana and Australia. Along the way, she met and married Alex Geldenhuys, and had 

another child, Reece. Unbeknownst to Savanna, she became Samantha Geldenhuys. 

While they were on the run, Barnett also kept a secret diary for her daughter, planning 

one day to tell her the story of her life. In 2011, the FBI got a tip that Barnett was living 

in Australia. Samantha learned about her past from the agents.  In 2013, Barnett was 

extradited to the United States. Samantha has read all the transcripts and the diaries 

and has a new understanding of her mother. Barnett pled guilty to all charges and spent 

21 months in prison. Samantha eventually met her father and described it as a surreal 

experience. She remains open to a relationship, but stands behind her mother. On-

screen text graphic: Samantha graduates college in Australia next year. Reece is 

attending Auburn University in Alabama. Lee is living with friend in Charleston. 

Interviewed: Lee Barnett; Samantha Geldenhuys (Savanna); Reece Geldenhuys (son); 

Susie Poag, Bruce Michell, Patty Roth, Gordon King, Ken Gizzard (Lee’s friends); Cliff 

Barnett (brother); Chris Quick (FBI agent); Nathan Williams (assistant U.S. Attorney); 



 

Harris Todd (1999 interview). (C: Maureen Maher - P: Liza Finley, Ryan N. Smith, Doug 

Longhini) 

 

12/12/15 48 HOURS: “The Two Faces of Todd Winkler” - a report on the investigation into the 

February 2012 death of Rachel Winkler, who was fatally stabbed with scissors by her 

husband, Todd Winkler, a former fighter jet pilot, in their Cameron Park, California 

home. He claims it was self-defense, triggered by an extreme psychotic episode -- they 

were fighting. He told police she was stabbed during the prolonged struggle when she 

grabbed the scissors. Investigation revealed: a fractured marriage; Rachel’s affair; a 

potential divorce; and Todd Winkler’s shocking past which prosecutors believe held 

clues to what happened to Rachel. Rachel’s father, renowned impressionist painter Don 

Hatfield, believes Todd killed Rachel because she knew his secrets: a past that included 

possible psychotic outbursts and erratic behavior to get out of problems in the military 

and in his professional life, and that there was more to the story behind the fiery crash 

which claimed the life of his previous wife, Catherine Winkler. Todd Winkler’s mental 

health became a major issue when he seemed to have a psychotic outburst during the 

trial. Prosecutors suggested he was faking and that it was a ploy to sway the jury. The 

verdict: guilty of the crime of first-degree murder as charged. On-screen text graphic: 

Todd Winkler plans to appeal. He says evidence of Catherine’s death should not have 

been allowed at trial. On-screen text graphic for the 12/12/15 rebroadcast: Todd 

Winkler is appealing his conviction. He says evidence of Catherine’s death should not 

have been allowed at trial. Interviewed: Don Hatfield (Rachel’s father); Brandy Stanley 

(close friend of Rachel’s); James White (Rachel’s boyfriend); Lisette Suder (prosecutor); 

Peter Hecht (Sacramento Bee reporter/CBS News Consultant); Woody DePew and 

Michael Hodnett (campers); Christina Carlisle (Catherine Winkler’s sister); Rich Johnson 

(deputy sheriff); David Weiner (defense attorney); Dr. Frank Lossy (psychiatrist/expert 

witness for the defense); and Phil Albee (pilot). (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Clare 

Friedland, Anthony Venditti, Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Josh Gelman) (OAD: 12/13/14) 

 

48 HOURS (continued) 

 

12/19/15 48 HOURS: “Murder in Aspen” – a updated rebroadcast on the 2013 murder of Nancy 

Pfister, an Aspen, Colorado socialite / ski resort heiress, and the investigation to find her 

killer. Pfister came from a family of high achievers, but was also known for a demanding 

demeanor; even her friends were treated with disrespect, as friend Kathy Carpenter had 

personally experienced. Nancy Pfister was found dead from blunt force trauma, in the 

bedroom closet of her home by Kathy Carpenter. She had been alerted that something 

was amiss by Nancy Styler, who had recently rented the place with her husband Trey 



 

Styler, and was in the process of moving out. Police focused on the Stylers because they 

were involved in a public dispute with Pfister involving the rental home. Pfister came 

back three months earlier than expected, saying the couple had owed her a large 

amount of money.  Police believed Nancy Styler harbored anger over the way Pfister 

treated the couple. They also believed Trey Styler, who suffered from a neurological 

disorder, was incapable of killing anyone. Days after the murder, both were arrested 

and charged with murder. Soon after, Kathy Carpenter was also arrested, and charged 

with murder. Police believed the women had bonded over Pfister’s seeming indifference 

to them. Three months later, a bombshell: Trey Styler confessed and said that he and he 

alone had killed Nancy Pfister. He agreed to tell the details of the crime in exchange for 

a 20-year sentence and his wife’s unconditional freedom. The charges were dropped 

against both women, but they claim that the prosecution’s continued insistence that 

they were somehow involved in the murder has convicted them in the court of public 

opinion. Kathy Carpenter still faces the threat of prosecution should more evidence be 

found. Nancy Styler can never be charged. Original on-screen text graphic: Nancy Styler 

has filed for divorce, gone back to take her maiden name and moved to another state. 

Epilogue for the 12/19/15 rebroadcast: After thirteen months behind bars, Trey Styler 

sat down with author Dalleen Berry, who is writing a book with Nancy Styler in an effort 

to clear her name. He insisted he had acted alone. Four months after the interview, Trey 

Styler hanged himself in his prison cell. Nancy Styler changed her name, and moved to 

another state.  Interviewed: Nancy Styler; Kathy Carpenter; Mark Seal (writer/48 HOURS 

consultant); Tim Mooney, David Koffend, Michael Cleverly (Pfister friends); Juliana 

Pfister (daughter); Andrea Bryan (Assistant District Attorney); Lisa Miller (DA Chief 

Investigator); Sherry Caloia (District Attorney); Greg Greer (Carpenter defense attorney); 

Garth McCarthy (Styler defense attorney). (C: Maureen Maher - P: Liza Finley) (OAD: 

03/07/15) 

 

12/26/15 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “Love and Death In Alaska” (9:00-11:00p) - an updated 

rebroadcast of the 09/13/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY rebroadcast of “Love and Death In 

Alaska”.  On May 2, 1996, the body of Kent Leppink was found off a deserted road 90 

miles south of Anchorage, Alaska. He had been shot three times.  Police investigation 

discovered that he had been involved with Mechele Hughes, a young woman who 

worked as a stripper in a club called the Great Alaskan Bush Company.  Mechele was 

also involved with two other men -- John Carlin III and Scott Hilke.  Ten years later, after 

further investigation, Mechele (now Mechele Linehan) and John Carlin were indicted for 

Leppink’s murder.  At his trial, Carlin was found guilty of first degree murder and 

sentenced to 99 years in prison. At her trial, she was also found guilty of first degree 

murder. She awaits sentencing. Among those interviewed are: Mechele Linehan; Linda 

Branchflower, detective; Ken and Betsy Leppink, parents of Kent; Scott Hilke, salesman; 

John Carlin III; John Carlin IV; Megan Holland, reporter, Anchorage Daily News; Tina 



 

Brady, stripper; Kristina Hermach, friend of Mechele Linehan; Colin Linehan, Mechele’s 

husband; Pat Gullufsen, special cold case prosecutor; Sydney Billingslea, lawyer for John 

Carlin III; Kevin Fitzgerald, lawyer for Mechele Linehan.  08/07/10 Update: In February 

2010, an appeals court reversed Mechele’s conviction for murder and she will be given a 

new trial.  John Carlin III was involved in a prison fight in 2008 and beaten to death.  

Because his appeal was pending at the time he died, the court has thrown out his entire 

case.  In Mechele’s new trial, prosecutors can’t mention Carlin ever was convicted.  

Onscreen graphics update: Mechele Linehan’s retrial is expected to begin next year. 

Epilogue for the 12/26/15 updated rebroadcast: In 2011, nearly two years after the 

court reversed her conviction – authorities dismissed Mechele Linehan’s murder 

indictment, and it is unlikely that she will be charged again. John Carlin’s son sued the 

State of Alaska for wrongful death and was awarded a $160,000 settlement. Today, 

Mechele and Colin are living apart, though they work together. Kent Leppink’s mother 

struggles with the feeling that nobody was really held accountable for his murder. (C: 

Susan Spencer - P: Josh Yager, Mark H. Smith) (OAD: 03/08/08 as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: 

“Love and Death in the Wild”; 1st Rebroadcast: 09/13/08 as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Love 

and Death In Alaska” which included a brief updated text graphic at the conclusion. 2nd 

Rebroadcast: 08/07/10, which was an update of the 09/13/08 rebroadcast.) 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 

 

12/06/15 60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00 - 9:00p) 

 WEST COAST ONLY - “Hands Off The Wheel” – a report on the advancement of self-

driving cars powered by a form of artificial intelligence. In Silicon Valley, Bill Whitaker 

takes a test drive in the Mercedes-Benz self-driving automobile and sits inside Google’s 

version of the driverless car. Unlike current cars, the issues consumers will face with 

self-driving cars will be related to cybersecurity and privacy. The car industry plans to 

automate the driving experience feature-by-feature first, before a driverless car is 

introduced to the market. Mercedes-Benz shared their vision for a car in the year 2030, 

the F015, a design where the driver turns its back to the steering wheel. (Includes an 

excerpt from an Infiniti ad) Includes interviews with: Ralf Herrtwich, director of driver 

assistance and chassis systems at Daimler AG/Mercedes-Benz; Chris Urmson, director 

self-driving cars at Google; Jaime Waydo, systems engineer at Google; Peter Lehmann, 

engineer at Daimler AG/Mercedes-Benz; and Mark Rosekind, Administrator of the 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Marc 

Lieberman) (OAD: 10/04/15) 

 “The Spy Among Us” – an interview / profile of Jack Barsky, a former spy for the Soviet 

Union’s KGB, assigned to the United States during the last years of the Cold War, with 

the aim of infiltrating President Jimmy Carter’s White House. Barsky, born Albrecht 



 

Dittrich in East Germany, was recruited by a Russian KGB agent. Failing at his original 

mission, he then worked at MetLife in IT, where he stole IBM source code for the 

Soviets. He also led a double life, with a wife and son in Germany and a wife and 

daughter in the United States. Recalled by the KGB in 1988, he made the decision to stay 

in the U.S. with his daughter. He lied to the KGB by telling them that he was dying of 

AIDS. He had another child, a son, and settled down with his family in Mount Bethel, 

Pennsylvania. The FBI started observing Barsky, and in May of 1997 had gathered 

enough evidence to question him. After the interrogation, the FBI concluded that his spy 

days were over and that he would be most useful in supplying information as to how the 

KGB operated. He now lives in upstate New York as director of software development 

for an undisclosed company that manages New York’s high-voltage power grid. Also 

includes interviews with: Joe Reilly, former FBI agent; and Chelsea (last name not 

disclosed), Barsky’s daughter. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Draggan Mihailovich) DOUBLE LENGTH 

SEGMENT (OAD: 05/10/15) 

 

12/27/15 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Mob Stories” 

 “The Gaskos” – a report on the capture of the FBI’s most wanted man, Boston mobster 

James “Whitey” Bulger, and his girlfriend, Catherine Greig. For over 14 years the couple 

avoided an international manhunt by living a quiet, secluded life in Santa Monica, 

California posing as “Charley and Carol Gasko”. Federal law enforcement trackers 

explain how a breast augmentation by Greig and the couple’s shared love for animals 

led to their arrest. Includes interviews with Josh Bond, manager of the Princess Eugenia 

Apartments; Janus Goodwin and Barbara Gluck, tenants of the Princess Eugenia 

Apartments; Scott Garriola, Rich Teahan, Tommy MacDonald and Phil Torsney (Ret.), FBI 

Special Agents; and Neil Sullivan, Deputy U.S. Marshall. (C: Steve Kroft – P: Tanya Simon) 

(OAD: 11/24/13 - includes an update) 

 “Gotti” - an interview and profile of John Gotti Jr., son of the late convicted mafia boss 

John Gotti, head of the Gambino crime family.  He discusses his infamous father, whom 

he strove to please by living a life of crime, and his eventual decision to leave that life.  

Also includes comments by his lawyer, Charles Carnesi, who was present during the 

interview.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Ira Rosen) (OAD: 04/11/10 as a DOUBLE LENGTH 

SEGMENT; includes an update) 

 “The FBI’s Wise Guy” - an interview with Joaquin “Jack” Garcia, the Cuban-American FBI 

agent who infiltrated the Gambino crime family as Jack Falcone, an Italian gangster 

character he created in 2002 to take down one of the most powerful mobsters in 

America.  Extremely successful, he gained the trust of Gambino capo Greg DePalma, 

who offered to make Falcone a “made member” of the Mafia -- a proposal which would 

have made him the first law enforcement agent in history to ever achieve that position.  



 

Recently retired after 26 years, he is the author of “Making Jack Falcone”.  (C: Armen 

Keteyian - P: Pat Milton, Michael Radutzky) (OAD: 10/12/08) 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIALS 

 

12/13/15 “Marriage, Religion & Modern Life” – an interfaith special that looks at how the 

tradition of matrimony has evolved throughout the ages and what it looks like today. 

Marriage is a ritual that is celebrated in many different religions and cultures all over the 

world. Today, nearly 30 percent of adults are married or living with a partner who has a 

religion different than their own and there is a growing population of families who are 

making a conscious choice to raise their children in both faith traditions. Featured are: 

(1) Historian Stephanie Coontz (author, “Marriage, A History” and “The Way We Never 

Were”) and sociologist Dr. Andrew J. Cherlin (author, “Labor’s Love Lost”, Sociology 

Prof., Johns Hopkins University) discuss how marriage has evolved over the centuries 

and why the public debate around same-sex marriage went from unfavorable to 

favorable. (2) Changes in attitudes toward marriage and religion are also evident among 

millennials, who are increasingly deferring the decision to tie the knot. Reverend Dale 

Rosenberger (author, “Sex and the Spirit”) is the Senior Pastor of the First 

Congregational Church of Darien, Connecticut. He discusses how the culture of marriage 

has changed in the United States, how this affects millennials’ spiritual lives, and how he 

ministers to young couples who are ready for this commitment. (3) The Interfaith Family 

Project (IFFP) of Greater Washington in Washington, D.C. is an educational organization 

for families who want to raise their children both Christian and Jewish. IFFP’s spiritual 

leaders, Reverend Julia Jarvis and Rabbi Rain Zohav, discuss why more families are 

intentionally raising their children with an understanding of both traditions. IFFP 

member Susan Katz, author of “Being Both: Embracing Two Religions in One Interfaith 

Family”, explains why more and more families are embracing this grassroots movement. 

(Narrator: Rolland Smith.  Executive Producer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: 

Natalie Baxter.  Director & Senior Executive Producer: John P. Blessington.  Produced in 

consultation with: National Council of Churches; The Islamic Society of North America; 

New York Board of Rabbis; A Consortium of Roman Catholic Organizations.) 

 

12/24/15 May Peace Prevail On Earth: An Interfaith Christmas Special - an interfaith 

Christmas Eve service at St. Gregory of Nyssa Episcopal Church in San Francisco, 

California.  The service is sponsored by the United Religions Initiative, the worlds 

largest grassroots interfaith organization.  The service includes music and dance, and 

features prayers from various religious traditions, given voice by individual 

representatives of each of those traditions.  Also included are reports on some of the 



 

efforts of URI in bringing together people of different faiths and cultures, and to end 

religiously motivated violence.  The host for the broadcast is the Rt. Rev. William E. 

Swing, Founder and President of URI.  Executive Producers: Jonathan Dann (Jon Dann 

Communications); Rev. Victor H. Kazanjian, Jr. (Executive Director, URI).  Executive 

Producer for CBS: John P. Blessington 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 

 


